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Abstract
This descriptive study investigated the processes and procedures utilized by
congregations of the United Methodist Church in the Alabama-West Florida Annual
Conference in the recruitment of church leaders and its effect on active lay participation.
As the contemporary church seeks to relate itself to an ever-changing cultural
situation, congregations must utilize their resources more effectively. In addition to the
leadership provided by ordained clergy, the leadership and skills of laypersons has grown
in importance. In this context, the United Methodist Church seeks to enhance leadership
selection and development by the use of the Nominations and Personnel Committee.
Although a vitally needed service, in many churches this committee does not fiinction in a
maimer to achieve the goals established for it.
The purpose ofthis study was to identify and describe the characteristics and
processes ofNominations and Personnel Committees in United Methodist Churches of the
Alabama-West Florida Annual Conference selected for their perceived strength in
mobilizing laity participation and leadership. The study addressed the nomination process
in two groups of churches.
The first group, GROUP A, was comprised of twenty two churches selected by the
expert opinion of the district superintendents ofthe Alabama-West Florida Annual
Conference on their ability to motivate laypersons to participation in church activities and
leadership. The district superintendents were provided a list of twelve criteria, a minimum
of eight ofwhich must be present for churches to be included in the first study group.
The second study group, GROUP B, consisted of a statistically valid random
sampling ofthe remaining churches of the Alabama-West Florida Annual Conference. The
sample derived for this second group was calculated to be sixty-three churches. The
number of randomly selected churches actually participating in the study was sixty-one.
The study sought to discover if significant differences existed between the
nominations process in churches recognized as having active lay participation and
leadership and other churches of the conference. The study fixrther sought to discover
possible correlations between well-organized Nominations and Personnel committees and
active lay leadership and participation. Finally, the study attempted to identify other
factors that might influence the level of lay participation and leadership in those churches
perceived as strong in that area of church life.
Data for the study were gathered by means of a researcher-developed, self-
administered survey mailed to the pastors of the churches in both study groups. The
survey instrument. Nominations and Personnel Committee (NomCom) Characteristics
Survey, consisted of an eight-page, ninety-five-question inventory which addressed
organizational and relational aspects of the nominations process within the local church.
The questions were predominately closed-ended. The overall response rate for this study
was 33.2 percent, but was based on a sample size nearly three times that indicated to meet
the needs of the study.
The study revealed differences existing between GROUP A and GROUP B, with
GROUP A churches exhibiting a stronger sense ofpurpose in ministry and more careful
attention to the procedural elements of their work within the Nominations and Personnel
Committee. Data from the study also indicated that a correlation exists between the
utilization of the Nominations and Personnel Committee in the church and the strength of
lay leadership and activity.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction to the Problem
A rabbit being chased by a dog through the countryside was observed by a
crowd enjoying a family picnic. They cheered for the rabbit as he swiftly
hopped from side to side, masterfully eluding his attacker. Then the rabbit
pulled away from the dog a great distance, looked at the crowd and said, "I
appreciate your encouragement, but shoot the dog!" (Timmons and
Arterbum 1).
Few pastors today miss the point of this illustration. At a time when the church
struggles to meet the unprecedented challenges of a new generation, fewer persons in the
local church make themselves available to provide the leadership and skills required to
meet those challenges. Clergypersons often feel that many in our churches are content
with a spectator relationship to Christian mission and ministry. The laity appreciate the
fellowship of the church and often marvel at the skills of the senior pastor and staff, but
are largely unmotivated to join in accomplishing the fiilfillment of the Great Commission
ofMatthew 28:19-20.
Upon graduation from seminary in 1984, 1 entered probationary membership in the
Alabama-West Florida Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church as associate
pastor in a large, suburban church. The senior pastor was a talented, dedicated leader
who targeted the administrative tasks of the congregation while I invested my efforts in
the youth and educational ministries of our church. Those early years were exciting and
formative ones for me but largely devoid ofadministrative and leadership development
responsibilities.
For the next sk years I served as the founding pastor of a new congregation and
again the experience was a rewarding one, but for the first time I had to deal directly with
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issues ofadministrative order and leadership development. Most of our members were
new to church and contributed little in terms of experience or skills. As the church grew,
a gap developed between the need for skilled leadership and its availability. Short-term
steps taken to alleviate the problem marginally succeeded, yet I secretly longed for the
stability of an established congregation with experienced, well-trained leadership.
My appointment to a long estabUshed congregation in 1992 appeared to flilfill my
secret longing for active laity. Surely this congregation would teem with seasoned United
Methodist leaders, and at last I would reap the benefits of such wisdom and maturity. My
expectations of smooth sailing soon collided with the harsh shoreline of reality.
Prior to arriving at my new appointment I prepared a simple survey form to be
completed by the church leadership. The survey consisted of several questions which
asked church leaders to indicate which office or offices they held in the church, how long
they had served, what understanding they held of their responsibilities, and what training
and support they had received for their task.
The responses were disheartening. The data indicated a serious state of disarray in
church leadership. For several years a diminishing group of persons rode the church
officer carousel fi"om position to position. Usually an individual served a term as a
committee chairperson, then rotated to a new position of leadership the following year.
Many work area positions, though filled, produced few tangible results. Several
individuals submitted forms indicating they took positions out of guilt, or as a personal
favor to the previous pastor or other church fiiend. The slate of nominees elected by the
annual charge conference remained largely umnformed, non-productive, unmotivated, or
inactive.
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I learned many individuals were assigned jobs in an effort to get them involved. Few
persons in this category ever returned their forms. The strategy to involve them by
nomination and election to church office proved ineffective. One individual held the
position of evangelism chairperson for more than a year�unaware of her election to that
position. Little lay participation and initiative resulted and the church placed the burden of
ministry on the pastor and part-time staff.
The Nominations and Personnel Committee provides for the recruitment and
development of lay leadership in United Methodist churches and became the natural place
to begin an evaluation of our leadership needs. In our first meeting, I learned the previous
pastor developed his own list of officers and without consultation or consent allowed them
to be elected at charge conference simply to complete the forms. The Nominations
Committee also fell into the habit of staffing leadership positions with those who could be
enticed to serve, giving little thought to the match between the person's talents and gifts
and the requirements of the job. Guilt, confusion, neglect, and stagnation typified the
results.
Such is the state in many churches ofvarious Christian denominations. What is the
answer? How can the Nominations and Personnel Committee be utilized to resurrect lay
leadership and participation?
The role of the Nominations and Personnel Committee in the selection and
development of leadership in congregations of the United Methodist Church is
instrumental to the growth and health of such congregations. Unfortunately, many
churches fail to recognize the potential the strategic utilization of the Nominations and
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Persomiel Committees offers and thereby never enjoy the spiritual and congregational
growth that they desire.
Theological Foundation
The Methodist movement emphasized from the beginning empowering laity for
Christian service. When John Wesley authorized the use of lay speakers for Methodist
societies and the men and women of those societies visited in prisons, taught children and
adults in their homes, and embarked on renewing the deteriorating culture of seventeenth-
century England, those early Methodists stood in a line of splendor that reached back into
the earliest days of the Judeo-Christian faith.
Lay Leadership Selection in Scripture. From the time ofMoses God raised up
individuals to service and leadership in the role ofprophets, priests, and kings. These
were devoted to full-time service and often their material needs were provided for by
means of the offerings of the populace. God raised up these leaders to provide direction
and oversight to those who followed so that God's will could be accompUshed. Such
relationships may be seen in the life ofMoses (Exodus 18: 17-26) and in the work ofEzra
and Nehemiah in rebuilding the temple and re-establishing the nation ofJudah after the
Babylonian captivity. Throughout the Old Testament period, both king and priest enlisted
the aid of skilled artisans and craftsmen for the building of temples and shrines (1 Kings
5:1-15) and musicians for the praise and worship ofGod (1 Chronicles 9:33). The law
itself enlisted the laity in distributing alms to the poor and providing a means of support to
the hungry by allowing them to glean the fields and vineyards (Leviticus 19:9; 23:22;
Deuteronomy 24 : 1 9-2 1 ) .
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The New Testament places an emphasis on every person being used ofGod in
ministry and leadership. Jesus refers to all who hear and believe his message as the "salt"
and "light" of the world with an obvious expectation that all who follow him are
responsible to impact those around them (Matthew 5:13-16). The Apostle Paul stresses
the unity of the church but is careful to indicate that within the church are individuals
called to perform specific tasks who in turn equip the whole church for "works of service"
(Ephesians 4:1-13).
The Book ofActs relates the text central to this study. In the sixth chapter, the early
Christian church faced a disagreement over the distribution of food. In the midst of the
crisis, they made a crucial decision. The work ofpreaching and teaching the Word ofGod
was not to be set aside so that the Apostles could address more temporal matters. They
decided the people should select from their own number persons who demonstrated
spiritual and temporal leadership and service abilities suitable for the need. The people
brought those selected before the Apostles who "prayed and laid their hands on them"
(Acts 6:6). This episode not only illustrates the need for capable lay leadership in the
work of the church, but provides an outline of the process of selection; understanding of
the need and its impact on the ministry of the church, the necessity of standards of spiritual
maturity and integrity, the selection of qualified persons by their peers, undergirding of the
entire process by prayer, and the installation and recognition of those selected by those
who have spiritual and administrative oversight. The Christian church has maintained this
pattern of lay selection and consecration throughout its history.
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The Spiritual Dimension ofLeadership Selection. From creation's beginning God has
chosen human instruments through whom God has administered limited aspects of the
created order:
Then God said, "Let us make man m our image, m our Ukeness, and let them rule over
the fish of the sea and the birds of the air, over the livestock, over all the earth, and
over all the creatures that move along the ground." So God created man in his own
image, in the image ofGod he created him; male and female he created them. God
blessed them and said to them, "Be finaitfiil and increase in number; fill the earth and
subdue it. Rule over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air and over every living
creature that moves on the ground."
Genesis 1:26-28
New International Version
Under God's sovereign lordship, humankind was given dominion over the animals in
apparent connection with placing God's image within them. The second chapter of
Genesis continues this theme in more detail and suggests that vegetation for the newly-
created world had yet to appear "for the LORD God had not sent rain on the earth and
there was no man to work the ground" (Genesis 2:5). God then forms Adam fi-om the
dust of the earth and breathes within him the breath of life resulting in the creation of the
first human person. The biblical text continues with the creation of the garden known as
Eden and the subsequent placement ofAdam in the garden to "work it and take care of if
(Genesis 2:15). Adam thus becomes a steward of that which God has created and an
instrument through whom God administers God's providential care.
Attention should be given the fact that Adam was prepared by God in both a physical
and spiritual manner for his role as God's steward over creation. Formed of the earth, yet
animated by the spiritual breath ofGod, Adam could stand in proper relationship to both
the Creator and the world that was to be the recipient of his nurture and care. In this first
example ofGod calling humankind into God's service it is clearly a spiritual undertaking
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reflecting the creative presence of the Spirit ofGod who was "hovering" over the new
world from the beginning.
The call of Abraham estabUshed the Hebrew people in a covenantal relationship with
God that would result in the formation ofthe nation of Israel. Although the biblical data
provide no specific reason for God to have chosen Abraham, even a cursory review of the
patriarch's life demonstrates a life of faith. Here was a man wiUing to forsake all he knew
to follow God (Genesis 12:4). Abraham built altars to God (Genesis 12:6,8; 13:4; etc.),
called upon the name of the Lord (Genesis 12:8), and honored Melchizedek, "priest of
God Most High" of Salem by presenting to him a tenth ofhis possessions (Genesis 14: 1 8-
24). The writer of the New Testament book ofHebrews observes that Abraham was one
ofmany faithful men and women of old who "longed for a better country�a heavenly
one" (Hebrews 11:16). Abraham, though imperfect, was a man of spiritual depth pursing
a heavenly vision.
The spiritual dimension of leadership selection is sometimes recognized in a non-
Hebrew context. The patriarch Joseph demonstrated a God-given ability to interpret
dreams that was recognized during his Egyptian imprisonment (Genesis 40: 1-23). When
Pharaoh was troubled by dreams his magicians and wise men ofEgypt could not
understand, Joseph was used ofGod to give a prophetic interpretation related to seven
years ofplentifiil harvest followed by seven years of famine (Genesis 41 : 1-32). Along
with the interpretation, Joseph instructed Pharaoh to set aside the excess harvest of the
first years in preparation for the lean period to follow (Genesis 41:33-36). Recognizing
that Joseph's God alone had given the young Hebrew the ability to understand the dreams
and the wisdom to apply that understanding, Pharaoh was pleased with the Joseph's words
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and asked his officials "Can we find anyone like this man, one in whom is the spirit of
God?" (Genesis 41 :37). Such question clearly indicates that even in temporal,
administrative matters, the spiritual discernment of one under consideration for leadership
must be addressed. If in the temporal, how much more the ecclesiastical?
The presence of spiritual giftedness as a qualification for service may be continually
observed throughout the Old Testament. God tells Moses that God has chosen Bezalel of
the tribe of Judah and has "filled him with [God's] Spirif as an accomplished artisan in
gold and other precious metals in preparation for the construction of the Tabernacle
(Exodus 3 1 :3; 35:31). At this same tabernacle God instructs Moses "Bring me seventy of
Israel's elders who are known to you as leaders and officials among the people. Have them
come to the Tent ofMeeting, that they may stand there with you. I will come down and
speak with you there, and I will take of the Spirit that is on you and put the Spirit on them.
They will help you carry the burden of the people so that you will not have to carry it
alone" (Numbers 11:16-17). A crucial point to note in this passage is that God specifically
places the Spirit on the seventy elders for the expressed purpose of their sharing leadership
responsibilities with Moses. Additionally it should be noted that God indicates those
selected by the presence of the Spirit. This spiritual selection pattern continues when a
successor to Moses is chosen. God tells Moses, "Take Joshua son ofNun, a man in
whom is the spirit, and lay your hand on him. Have him stand before Eleazar the priest and
the entire assembly and commission him in their presence. Give him some ofyour
authority so the whole Israelite community will obey him." (Numbers 27: 18-20). The
Spirit came upon several others so they might serve God's people in various leadership
positions. Othniel was selected to be a judge (Judges 3:9-10) as was Gideon (Judges
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6:34), Jepthah (Judges 1 1:29), and Samson (Judges 14:19). David was anointed to
become king of Israel (I Samuel 16:13). The prophets were men selected and moved by
the Spirit ofGod. As Elijah concludes his ministry, it is a spiritual mantel that is passed to
Elisha:
When they had crossed, Elijah said to Elisha, "Tell me, what can I do for you before I
am taken from you?" "Let me inherit a double portion ofyour spirit," Elisha repUed.
"You have asked a difficult thing," Elijah said, "yet if you see me when I am taken from
you, it will be yours�otherwise not." As they were walking along and talking together,
suddenly a chariot of fire and horses of fire appeared and separated the two of them,
and Elijah went up to heaven in a whirlwind. Elisha saw this and cried out, "My father!
My father! The chariots and horsemen of Israel!" And Elisha saw him no more. Then he
took hold of his own clothes and tore them apart. He picked up the cloak that had
fallen from Elijah and went back and stood on the bank of the Jordan. Then he took the
cloak that had fallen from him and struck the water with it. "Where now is the LORD,
the God ofElijah?" he asked. When he struck the water, it divided to the right and to
the left, and he crossed over. The company of the prophets from Jericho, who were
watching, said, "The spirit ofElijah is resting on Elisha." And they went to meet him
and bowed to the ground before him.
2 Kings 2:9-16
New International Version
The New Testament continues this theme of spiritual selection and presents the Holy
Spirit actively selecting persons for service and leadership in the community of faith.
Examples may be seen m the book ofActs beginning with the selection of Stephen and the
other deacons ofthe church who were men "known to be fiill of the Spirit and wisdom"
(Acts 6:3). Stephen is again noted as "a man fiall of God's grace and power" who "did
great wonders and miraculous signs among the people" (Acts 6:8).
The calling ofPaul and Barnabas expressly attributes the selection ofpersons for
ministry by the Holy Spirit:
In the church at Antioch there were prophets and teachers: Barnabas, Simeon called
Niger, Lucius ofCyrene, Manaen (who had been brought up with Herod the tetrarch)
and Saul. While they were worshiping the Lord and fasting, the Holy Spirit said, "Set
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apart for me Barnabas and Saul for the work to which I have called them." So after
they had fasted and prayed, they placed their hands on them and sent them off
Acts 13:1-3
New International Version
In each of these New Testament examples there is a strong emphasis on the presence
and the recognition of spiritual giftedness is those who would be considered for leadership
in the church. Such emphasis on God raising leaders, both lay and clergy, through the
ministry is one that should not be lost in the contemporary ecclesiastical setting.
The Mutual Task ofMinistry
The church exists for the proclamation of the Gospel of Jesus Christ and for ministry
of the Word ofGod and the sacraments. Through meaningfiil service to the needs of the
community and the individuals that constitute it, the church reaches out to the world at
large. The work of the local church extends beyond the capabilities of any individual.
Although highly visible, the pastor does not serve as the sole leader within the church.
Men, women, and youth who give of their time and talents supplement and support the
work of the ordained ministry and to a large extent give it meamng and purpose. The laity
represent the real power of the church in today's world, but in many churches remain
passive observers. This lack of lay participation generates a consumer mentality among the
laity resulting in high expectations on pastoral performance frequently identified as a
source of fiustration and dissatisfaction in clergypersons (London and Wiseman 39-40).
On the counterpoint, Norman Shawchuck and Gustave Rath indicate that laity
involvement is one of the identifying benchmarks ofwhat they consider effective, quality
churches (55-66).
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Pastor and laity work together. James C. Fenhagen writes, "The ministry ofthe
church is always the ministry of the laos. It is the mutual ministry of clergy and laity alike,
each supporting and challenging the other in the unique flinctions they are called upon to
perform" (29-30). The task is to bring pastor and congregation together into mutual
ministry. In this effort the pastor plays a vital role, usually perceived as the spearhead of
vision and vitality in the church.
The Nominations and Personnel Committee as a Leadership Selection Tool. One tool for
accompUshing the teaming of clergy and laity within United Methodist churches is the
Nominations and Personnel Committee which the pastor chairs. The Nominations
Committee in each United Methodist church labors to secure the necessary lay leadership
to enable ministry to continue under the spiritual direction and leadership ofthe pastor and
church staff In addition, the Nominations and Personnel Committee holds responsibility
for the training and evaluation ofall who serve in elected positions in the church (Book of
DiscipUne. 199611262. 1).
Shortcomings of the Nominations Process. Such committees do not always insure the
proper match of church leadership needs with the abilities of those who are recruited.
Numerous problems exist. Some Nominations and Personnel Committees do little more
than rubber stamp the selections made by the church pastor. Others do not understand the
nature and importance of their work. Often nominating committees will not attempt to
discover the talents and abilities of the congregation as a whole. As a result, only a few
tried and true individuals are nominated to serve the church and are often overwhelmed,
while many who would like to serve remain undiscovered. In most cases, those selected
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are ill equipped for their office. The performance of the committees or work areas for
which they have responsibility diminishes, and the overall work ofthe church suffers.
While acknowledging the importance of effective lay leadership recruitment, Perry
and Shawchuck lament the sad state of the nominations process in the typical church.
They note the process is often rushed through the committee "a few days before the
annual business meeting," where ". . . the most significant questions asked are, 'Who did
this job last year?' and 'Do you think we can talk him into it for another year?' (63-64).
They also note that nomination and election to church offices are frequently used as
desperate attempts to reactivate wayward members (64).
Two additional problems impact the traditional nominations committee process
(Shawchuck and Rath 57). The first is that the process focuses almost exclusively upon
administrative offices to the detriment of other valid forms ofministry in the church and
the community. Perhaps this is the major contributing factor to the fill the slots mentaUty
in which service to the church is reduced to the required denominational offices and
committees. Where is the committee that affirms and nominates those who visit in homes
and prepare meals for the elderly? Perhaps time has arrived for the laying on of hands and
an anointing and commissioning for those involved in more overtly spiritual offices.
The second problem addressed by Shawchuck and Rath relates to the fact that those
who are selected by the Nominations Committee often remain unaware ofthe qualities and
qualifications the committee beUeve they possess. This is more than an issue of informing
leaders of their tasks and their responsibilities. It is one of discerning the passion and
giftedness of those selected. Those who serve the church should know they were selected
under the leading ofGod and that the nominating body recognizes and affirms gifts for
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ministry and service in the offices to which they are called. When the church fails to do
so, it misses an opportunity to demonstrate real thankfiilness to the individual as well as to
God who bestowed these abilities upon them.
One of the most neglected areas of responsibility for nominations and personnel
committees is the training and evaluative aspect of their work. Most committees meet for
one or two meetings to fill the slate of officers, then retreat into the background until
repeating the process the following year. Additionally, few nominations committees hold
celebrations for those who serve or who retire from their positions of church leadership.
Few are willing to serve when their efforts go unnoticed and unappreciated.
Most telling of all is the frequent lack of prayerfiil consideration and carefial spiritual
deliberation in the leadership recruitment and development process. The church is a
spiritual organism and as such should seek the mind and will ofGod in the important
matters of leadership. Little spiritual formation and training in spiritual discernment
occurs with members ofnominations conrniittees. For an organization such as a church,
this omission is inexcusable.
The Impact ofPoor Nominations Committee Function. The long-term effect of such
mismanagement is that the next generation of leaders is never discovered and cultivated.
At a time when the Church needs its most highly skilled personnel ever to face a flood of
spiritual malaise and social anarchy, it finds itself in a leadership drought.
LarryW. Osborne graphically illustrates this situation:
Selecting leaders is too important to be treated casually. It
demands the best people we've got. The nominating committee may be the
most important committee in our church, because it serves like the
headwaters of a river. If there's pollution upstream, it will eventually
pollute everything downstream. Frankly, if I could choose just one group
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in our church to be vested with the wisdom of Solomon, it wouldn't be our
governing board, as much as they need God's wisdom. It would be our
nominating committee. (74)
Motivating laypersons to active and sustained participation in the ministries of the
church has also been shown to be one of the most frustrating problems clergy deal with in
the contemporary church (Gangel 133). When laity fail to discover and invest their
abilities in the tasks ofministry, pastors can become overwhelmed seeking to fill the gap.
Ifnot corrected, pastoral stress, burnout, and exodus from ministry may result.
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to identify and describe the characteristics and
processes ofNominations and Personnel Committees in United Methodist Churches of
the Alabama-West Florida Annual Conference selected for their strength in mobilizing
laity participation and leadership.
Research Questions
Several important questions guided this study:
1. What characteristics and procedures ofNominations and Personnel Committees in
the subject churches selected for their perceived strength in mobilizing lay leadership are
identifiable as distinctive in comparison to other churches in the Alabama-West Florida
Conference?
2. What correlation exists between the utilization ofNominations and Personnel
Committees in the selected churches and lay participation?
3 . What factors other than the Nominations and Personnel Committees of the
subject churches may be contributing to lay participation and leadership?
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Context of the Study
This study was initiated in the Alabama-West Florida Annual Conference of the United
Methodist Church in an attempt to discover how growing churches in that conference
utilize their Nominations and Personnel Committees.
The Alabama-West Florida Annual Conference consists of 695 churches organized
into 475 pastoral charges situated in nine districts. The region extends over the southern
half ofAlabama and the panhandle ofFlorida with a total conference membership of
141,31 1. During 1996, the Alabama-West Florida Conference gained 813 members, with
three of the nine districts reporting an increase in membership. In total, 237 churches
showed membership gains during 1996 (Journal of the Alabama-West Florida Annual
Conference 1997).
Regarding the nomination process, Gaither outlines the usual process as followed by
the typical United Methodist church (3 ff). The congregation's leadership needs for the
next calendar year are determined in May. Using materials gathered from the
congregation concerning skills, abilities, and gifts, the Nominations Committee begins to
match skills with needs. In July, members of the Nominations Committee contact persons
they perceive to be an appropriate match for the various leadership positions and indicate
their desire to nominate them to those positions. At this time that job descriptions and
expectations are communicated to prospective nominees. When the slate of nominees is
complete, the Nominations and Personnel Committee presents these nominations to the
Administrative Board of the church. Ideally this would occur in September or October in
preparation for the annual charge conference of the church. At charge conference,
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scheduled with the district superintendent on an individual church basis during the fall of
the year, the nominees are elected.
Additional responsibilities of the Nominations Committee would be an annual
recognition event for outgoing leaders (November or December) and commissioning and
installation events for all officers in January of the new year. New talent and gifts
information is gathered or updated in February of each year. Committees work with the
Nominations Committee in March to update job descriptions for each non-compensated
church position. Year round, the Nominations and Personnel Committee continues to
provide training for church leaders and evaluation of their effectiveness. The committee
also works to fill vacancies in leadership positions as they may occur during the year
(Mobilizing 13-14).
Assumptions
For purposes of this study, based upon personal experience and relevant Uterature, I
believe effective lay leadership and participation exist in a church when a majority of these
guidelines are present:
1. The church is administered in the main by dedicated laypersons with proficiency in
their respective tasks.
2. Laypersons take an active role in the principal worship service or services on a
regular basis. Such roles could include music and the arts, ushering and serving, preparing
the worship center, participation in administering the sacraments of the church, or
planning public worship with the church staff.
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3. The church has an active ministry of lay visitation to homebound members, to
those hospitalized or facing special needs, to guests and visitors to church services and
events, and to the general membership of the church.
4. The presence of laity-initiated, laity-led small groups. Included in this category are
Softball teams, sewing circles, etc.
5. Inclusion of lay members on district and annual conference committees on a regular
basis.
6. Participation by church members in laity-led spiritual formation and study groups
such as Walk to Emmaus, Disciple Bible Study, Stephen's Ministries, or Lay Witness
Missions.
7. Participation of lay persons in missions and outreach ministries either locally or
abroad.
8. Lay persons take an active role in the assimilation of new members through family
sponsorship, etc.
9. The pastor and church leadership communicate the expectation for every member
to find his or her place of service in the church.
10. Laypersons can articulate the mission of their church.
11. Laypersons exhibit enthusiasm for their church and support their congregation
financially and with their service.
12. Both members and non-members perceive the church as warm and
compassionate.
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Subjects
The subjects for this study divide into two groups. The first consists of forty- five
churches (GROUP A) selected by the nine district superintendents of the Alabama-West
Florida Annual Conference which, in their expert opinion, demonstrate the ability to
cultivate lay participation and leadership. Criteria derived fi"om a review of relevant
literature were provided to assist in the selection process. Reliance on the expert opinion
of leaders is a legitimate means of estabUshing a population for statistical study (Chait,
Holland and Taylor, 1993). A second group of churches (GROUP B) was derived on a
random basis to establish the general norms of the nomination process as it presently exists
in the conference. A sample calculated to be 242 churches results in a confidence level of
95 percent and meets the statistical goals of the study.
Methodology
The nature of the problem and the stated purpose of the study are best addressed by a
descriptive survey study. Such studies are based in "observation with insight" (Leedy
185), and rely upon observations gathered at the time of the study as opposed to working
largely with existing data. The task of the researcher is to gather the necessary data, then
attempt to categorize, measure, or otherwise arrange the data so as to derive meaningfiil
and reliable conclusions.
Leedy indicates that descriptive study begins with observation, but notes that the
population for such studies must be identified and delimited so as to establish "precise
parameters for ensuring discreteness to the population" (187). He fiirther notes that care
must be taken to avoid the introduction ofbias in the design of the study and that the data
must be carefiilly organized so that "valid and accurate conclusions" can be derived.
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Typically, a survey questionnaire is utilized in descriptive studies and such use is
validated in the literature consuhed (Leedy 187-192; Fink and KosecoflE). The present
project makes use of this time honored technique in the form of a researcher-designed,
self-administered survey instrument referred to as the Nominations and Personnel
Committee (NomCom) Characteristics Survey (Appendix D). The project design required
that the pastors of all churches in the sample populations complete the form.
From information gleaned in the review of literature, basic criteria for the selection of
participating churches were determined and forwarded to the nine district superintendents
of the Alabama-West Florida Annual conference. They were asked to identify five
churches within their respective districts which have vital lay participation and leadership
based on the suppUed criteria.
The next task was to develop a questionnaire which surveys the fiinctioning of the
Nominations and Personnel Committee in areas indicated by the review of literature that
are usually indicative of nominations committee effectiveness. A crosscheck sought to
detect the absence of factors generally viewed as detrimental to the nomination process.
This questionnaire also gathered basic church demographics and statistics as well as
surveyed the health of lay ministries within the church.
After pre-test to estabUsh the final form of the instrument, the survey was mailed to
the pastors ofGROUP A and GROUP B churches. The pastor serves as chairperson of
the Nominations and Personnel Committee and can therefore provide the required
information. Follow-up requests for the completion of the survey materials were sent as
required to maximize the response fi"om the subject churches.
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The data gathered were correlated and standard statistical analysis administered as
necessary to address the research questions. The findings of the study are presented later
in table form Avith suggestions for possible appUcations and fiarther study of the issues
explored.
Delimitations and Presuppositions
This study was limited to Nominations and Personnel Committees of the United
Methodist Church located within the nine districts of the Alabama-West Florida Annual
Conference.. This study focused on Nominations and Personnel Committees within the
subject churches and does not address the overall administrative effectiveness of those
churches. It did not address nomination processes in general business nor did it address
leadership selection and development for positions which receive monetary compensation.
I presupposed that the current structure of the Nominations and Personnel Committee
will remain unchanged, as indicated in the decision of the 1996 General Conference which
gave churches greater freedom in administrative organization. Although churches may
now aboUsh, modify, or maintain many of the traditional committees, the 1996 General
Conference continues to mandate the present system for the Nominations and Personnel
Committee.
I further assumed the Nominations and Personnel Committee, due to its mandated
status within United Methodist churches, is more universal that other committees utilized
by churches to enlist and develop lay participation and leadership. Finally, I also assumed
that a particular place exists for every believer in the work and ministry of the church and
that once the proper utilization of individual gifts and talents is achieved, all involved
benefit.
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Remaining Chapters
The chapters which follow present the study in its logical sequence beginning with a
review of relevant literature which estabUshes a theoretical framework for the study as
well as the practical significance for the participating churches. The theological dimension
ofvolunteerism and leadership selection is examined fi"om the context ofbiblical history as
well as from the polity of the United Methodist Church.
Chapter 3 presents the design of the study and provides information related to the
population and sample size necessary to achieve meaningfiil statistical results fi"om the
data gathered. The researcher-designed survey instrument is presented and the rationale
behind its development is summarized.
The remaining chapters 4 and 5 present the data gathered fi^om the subject churches
and the conclusions reached. Limitations of the study indicated by the gathered data and
suggestions for farther study are also noted.
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Chapter 2
Review ofLiterature
The Work of the Nominations Committee
The structure, purpose, and composition of the Committee on Nominations and
Personnel is given the United Methodist Book ofDiscipUne:
If 262. 1 . There shaU be elected annually by the Charge Conference in each
local church a Committee on Nominations and Personnel who are members
of the local church. This committee is to be composed ofnot more than
nine persons in addition to the pastor and the lay leader. The pastor shall
be the chauperson. This committee shall choose a layperson from the
membership of the committee as co-chairperson with the pastor. The
committee shaU nominate to the charge conference or church conference in
its annual session such oflBcers and members of the church council, charge
conference, and committees as the law of the Church requires or as the
conference may determine as necessary to its work; provided that to secure
experience and stability, the membership shaU be divided into three classes,
one ofwhich shaU be elected each year for a three-year term; provided
ftirther, that to begin the process of rotation, on the first year one class be
elected for one year, one class for two years, and one for three years;
provided fijrther, that each year the new class ofmembers to serve on the
committee on nominations and personnel, and vacancies as they occur,
shall be elected from nominees from the floor. At least one young adult,
elected by the charge conference or church conference, shaU serve as
members of the committee on nominations and personnel. One or more
members of this committee, elected by the charge conference or church
conference, may be youth. Churches are encouraged to estabUsh a poUcy
that retiring members of the committee on nominations and personnel not
succeed themselves.
The committee on nominations and personnel shall serve
throughout the year to guide the Administrative Council or Administrative
Board on personnel matters (other than employed stafi) and recruit,
support, and recognize leaders and provide for their training so as to
coordinate the leadership and service needs with personnel of the
congregation, working in relationship to the committees of the church
council in both its nominations and personnel guidance.
In the nomination process, care shaU be given that each board,
committee, council, as weU as the total nominated personnel shaU, insofar
as possible, be representative of persons with disabUities and the age level,
sexual, cultural, racial or ethnic membership, as weU as economic, social,
and theological orientation of the congregation.
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Such a lengthy and detailed treatment usually indicates the relative importance of
such a committee. One would expect that a committee of such importance would merit
above average mention in denominational literature. A review ofworks by noted
Methodist authors, however, reveals that the material does not move much beyond a
discussion ofwhat is presented in the Book ofDiscipline.
In the 1982 edition of The Organization of the United Methodist Church. Tuell
lists three mandatory committees in United Methodist churches. He notes that these
"deserve mention because of their importance" (68 ). The first of these is the Committee
on Nominations and Personnel. Tuell discusses the basic structure ofthe Nominations
Committee and highUghts the fact that this committee may make nominations to fill
vacancies in the leadership positions of the church in all areas except within its own
committee. Tuell indicates the wisdom of such a restriction when he writes:
. . .such vacancies are filled by nominations from the floor of the
Charge Conference, and must include at least one youth and one young
adult. This is designed to ensure that a nominating committee will not have
the chance to perpetuate itselfor to keep a certain group in this key place if
it is not the will of the Charge Conference. The mandatory nominations
from the floor provide a sort of safety valve which protects against any
such monopolies. Actually, this committee, when it is fiinctioning properly,
has such hard work to do that most people are glad to be relieved of it after
three years. (68-69)
Tuell discusses the pastor's role as chairperson of the committee and he believes this
to be proper in Ught of the accountability under which the pastor is placed due to the
requirements of the Book ofDiscipline.
Nolan Harmon agrees that "the Committee on Nominations and Personnel is very
important since it proposes to the Charge Conference, usually at its final meeting of the
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year, those who are to be elected ojfficials of the local church for the ensuing year" (104).
Harmon, as Tuell, lists the specifics required by the Book ofDiscipline regarding the
structure ofthe committee and the tenure of its members. He continues with a discussion
of the evolution of the leadership selection process fi"om the exclusive domain of the
clergy to the participation of laypersons in the local church. His only admonition about to
the work of the Nominations Committee comes when he states: "A wise committee on
nominations, and a wise pastor, will see to it that representative persons fi'om different
groups in the church will be put forward by the Committee on Nominations and Personnel.
This will broaden the base and increase the efficiency ofthe entire body" (105).
Both Tuell and Harmon are correct when they lift up the importance of the
Nominations and Personnel Committee in the United Methodist Church. Significantly,
both of these noted United Methodist writers limit their presentations on this important
committee to a few briefparagraphs containing little more that the structural formula
ah-eady detailed in the Book ofDiscipline. Both offer a simple declarative statement that
the committee is "important," but offer no rationale for that appraisal. Neither attempts to
bring to their readers a biblical understanding of the role of the pastor and the laity in
identifying and nurturing leaders for the fiiture, nor do they develop a rationale for the
existence of this body other than as a denominational polity requirement. In either of
these works, Uttle ifany hint emerges of the importance of the Nominations Committee in
reproducing capable, effective leadership for the fiiture.
The General Board ofDiscipleship pubUshes a series entitled Guidelines for
Leadership in the Local Church. These booklets outline the structure ofvarious church
committees and boards and offer practical suggestions for the work of this committee.
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The Nominations Committee needs to develop ways to assess the level ofappropriateness
for persons selected to a church office.
One area addressed is spiritual gifts. In his doctoral dissertation. Spiritual Gifts in the
Local Church: Training the Nominating Committee to Choose Leaders on the Basis of
Their Spiritual Gifts. Lewis Holland (1990) explores the spiritual gifts Usted in Scripture
and suggests the means of assessing the spiritual gifts needed for specific church offices.
Holland utilizes a spiritual gifts inventory developed for his project, and applies it to the
local church setting similar in approach to other survey instruments, such as that
developed by Kenneth A. Kinghom ofAsbury Theological Seminary (1981). An
additional resource which addresses the manner in which information gleaned by such
survey instruments can be appUed to the life and ministry of the local church is Your
Spiritual Gifts Can Help Your Church by Peter C. Wagner (1979).
Although this approach is bibUcally based and popularly employed, it does not
adequately address other factors affecting the nominating process as Holland himself
concedes in the conclusion of his work. Holland notes that one may possess certain
spiritual gifts but have little or no desire to exercise those gifts in the church. He fiirther
notes that some will not utilize their gifts because they are uncomfortable with the
attention such service may draw to themselves (Holland 133).
Holland neglected other limitations to an inventory-only approach. One such
limitation is that participants may only indicate those areas of service with which they are
most familiar or comfortable. Persons may possess gifts not yet utilized or otherwise
demonstrated. Nothing in Holland's project takes into account the possibility ofvalid, yet
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undiscovered, gifts. Certainly these gifts are equally important in the life of the church and
are worth efforts to seek and develop them.
Additionally, those taking spiritual gift inventories frequently select those areas of
service that they perceive are most valued by the faith community ofwhich they are a part.
This may be particularly true with more overtly spiritual gifts such as those of tongues and
prophecy. Some faith communities may minimize some gifts and seek others out of need.
Human nature often finds only what it seeks and desires to find.
Many of the problems indicated above could be minimized by supplementing the
spiritual gifts inventory approach with additional input from others who observe nominees
from varying vantage points. Spiritual gifts may be discovered in contexts beyond the local
church that may go unnoticed in an ecclesiastical setting. This approach may also provide
data on personahty and leadership factors.
Indications do exist, however, that Holland's project identified areas of the
Nominations Committee process that were strengthened by the gifts identification
approach. Holland's research indicated that a study of the spiritual gifts and the use of a
spiritual gifts inventory moved the Nominations Committee from nominations based on
prior service and commitment to placement based on giftedness (128). Additional benefits
noted were that those who served the church did so with a sense of divine approval,
strength, efficiency, and increased confidence.
In the opening chapters of their book. Benchmarks ofQualitv in the Church.
Shawchuck and Rath make an effective case that the foundations of quality in the church
are its religious qualities of spirituality, beheving, vision, missionary drive, and
discernment (25). In establishing such an initial position, their book is a refreshing
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departure from the typical literature on church management. The authors note that "the
pastors and leaders who merely assume the presence of a vital spirituality will do so to
their ultimate regret. SpirituaUty is not to be assumed; rather it must be defined, nurtured,
and attended"(27). A church that is not praying and seeking the leading of the Holy Spirit
has much deeper, more fiandamental problems that an ineffective Nominations Committee.
Any lack of faith, any failure to cultivate the attitudes ofworship and spiritual formation,
will cause the vision ofthat congregation to wither away. Where there is no vision there
can be no meaningful direction for that church and aU discernment will be based on secular
and institutional approaches.
Elsewhere in Benchmarks. Shawchuck and Rath address discernment more fliUy.
Discernment is "a product of the spiritual life. Discernment is a decision-making process
that seeks faithfully to involve God in the decision making" (47). It is "Ustening to God"
(51). It is "a faithflil decision-making process by which the church does not decide until
the people have come to peace about the decision, and they have a witness ofGod's
participation that aUows them to say with humiUty and authenticity, 'This decision seems
good to us and to the Holy Spirit'" (5 1). As such, this experience is just the opposite of
the usual "hurry up and fiU the slots" nominations meeting. A discerning approach grows
out ofvision, and nurtures and sustains that vision for the future for it is rooted in the
presence of the Living God.
In The Discovery of a Church's Purpose through Corporate Spiritual Discernment.
CampbeU observes the limitations ofmanagement by objectives. His subject church. The
Church of the Savior United Methodist Church in WesterviUe, Ohio, found that the stated
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purposes "lacked the power to unify and motivate the congregation" ( Dissertation
Abstract 1).
Campbell's work introduced me to Miriam Murphy's book, Prayer in Action: A
Growth Experience. Murphy explores a model of decision-making in the church that
utiUzes the concept of spiritual discernment. The procedure described in the chapter
entitled "A Christian DecisionMaking Procedure" will be most helpful in the development
of a discernment approach to the evaluation of other's gifts and passion for ministry.
Murphy's model served as the basis for Campbell's work at The Church of the Savior.
Campbell concludes after careflil examination of Scripture that sufficient evidence
justifies that "there is a means by which a faith-community can corporately become aware
ofwhat God is doing and wills the community to do" (45). He notes that while some
aspects of corporate discernment in the Old Testament are remote from our experience,
the wisdom tradition of the church provides a bridge to the contemporary scene.
Campbell's study is worthy of consideration as a means of addressing biblical,
historical, and theological issues related to the use of discernment in decision-making
processes in the church. Via the work ofMiriam Murphy, Campbell presents a practical
approach to the discernment process within a local church setting.
An effective approach for matching leaders with areas of need in a local church
settmg has been developed by Bruce Bugbee with Network Ministries International in
conjunction with Willow Creek Community Church in South Barrington, Illinois. The
program, entitled NETWORK, seeks to place "The Right People in the Right Places for
the Right Reasons." (Bugbee, Handout 1). The NETWORK approach is based on a three-
step process of discovery, consultation, and service, each step consisting of a well
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organized small group approach to gifts, skills, and talents identification which has as its
goal the development ofbeUevers "who are fi^iitfiil and fiilfiUed in a meaningfiil place of
service" (Handout 1).
The discovery process is an attempt to determine the ''God-given Shape" of an
individual through the use of a spiritual gifts inventory, an appraisal of a person's area of
passion, and an exploration of personal leadership style. The principal idea is that each
person has been gifted by God to make a significant contribution to the church as a whole.
We each have a role to play in "serving one another in love" (Gal.5:13).
A person'spassion addresses those areas close to a person's heart and his or her
deepest desires. It represents those things that are deeply meaningfiil and that tend to
energize rather that deplete a person's energy. Passion is defined in the Network
Participant's Guide as "The God-given desire that compels us to make a difference in a
particular ministry" (Bugbee, Guide 14). The NETWORK process believes this passion
offers a source of strength for the person and indicates a God-given direction in ministry.
Bugbee commented in a recent seminar that this passion is a deep desire and has
postulated that "desire" comes from the Latin de-sire which he translated as "of the
Father" with an obvious reference to God (Handout 3). Although modern etymological
dictionaries do not support Bugbee' s Unguistic assertion, it does indicate that he sees a
connection between passion in individuals and a call ofGod upon their lives.
Passion is discovered through answering a series of questions concerning what
persons would do if they knew they could not fail at anything they attempted, or to
identify the one thing they would want to have accompHshed in their hfe (Bugbee, Guide
15). Additional questions address the focal points of lengthy conversations; what one
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would desire to do for others ifpossible, and the identification ofgroups of individuals and
issues about which the participant feels most deeply (16-17).
The NETWORK approach teaches that passion indicates where a person should serve
in the life and ministry of the church. For example, one who is frequently concerned over
the needs ofyouth and who displays a desire to impact young people for Christ and for the
church is demonstrating a passion for youth. This is the area of service to which God has
called them. At this point in the discovery process, there is not yet an indication as to
what they should be doing in that area of service.
The discovery ofwhat ministries a person is best suited for is the goal ofthe spiritual
gifts inventory. NETWORK provides for classroom and small group discussion of the
bibUcal passages related to spiritual gifts. The Participant's Guide provides several
activities that allow members of the group to grow in their understanding and recognition
of spiritual gifts (Bugbee, Guide 23-46).
Following the training, individuals are provided spiritual gifts assessment instruments
which they complete and score for themselves. The self-evaluation method reduces
factors such as timidity and comparison. In addition, a set of three evaluation forms are
included which invite input from others who know the participants reasonably well
(Bugbee, Guide 57-68). When these are compiled and cross tabulated with the
individual's self-evaluation, a reasonable identification can be made of the participant's
primary and supportive spiritual gifts. To return to the example given above, a person who
has a passion for youth and who exhibits the spiritual gift of teaching is most probably best
suited for teaching youth in some way.
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The style of leadership a participant may prefer is evaluated in a private/group
process (Bugbee, Guide 1 13-127). Not only is this process beneficial to the individual,
but it also serves to remind the church at large that various leadership styles are to be
affirmed and that different situations require different leadership responses.
The second of the three-step process ofNETWORK is consultation. The
NETWORK program provides training for church leaders to facilitate personal
consultation for each participant. The trained church consultant uses information provided
by the participant and seeks to assist in matching the passion and spiritual gifts with areas
of need in the local church setting. Formal job placement counseling is not the immediate
goal, but sessions with the consuhant is rather a time in which the participant explores
some possible areas of service for their passion and spiritual giftedness with a church
leader who has been specifically trained for this task. The goal is to create the most
perfect match possible based upon the person's servant profile.
Taken in total, the NETWORK approach is quite effective and the cost is
reasonable for even the smallest churches. It provides tools for groups such as the
Nominations Committee to use in matching the needs of the church with the gifts of the
membership. It does, however, require an investment of time that may intimidate some
laypersons. Training for the consultation process is available in workshops or through the
use ofaudio and videotape.
The NETWORK process is workable in a United Methodist church setting but it does
not address the developmental needs of the Nominations and Personnel Committee itself
A major concern is the spiritual formation of those who serve on such committees and the
group dynamics of the committee itself Aspects ofNETWORK could perhaps be
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incorporated into an approach that addresses the spiritual formation needs of the
Nominations Committee in a more direct manner.
An examination of any administrative process in the local church must include within
its scope the role and fiinction of the pastor. Within the United Methodist Church, as in
most denominations, the pastor is understood to be not only a proclaimer but also an
administrative officer of the church (Book ofDiscipline 1[ 331). The term
"administration" can be understood in the light of "administry," an old EngUsh word which
referred to all those tasks that contribute to ministry or lead towardministry and thus
inseparably relate the work ofministry to administration (Oden 153-154). Oden
demonstrates that for a pastor to neglect those things that position the church as a whole,
or individuals in particular, for effective Christian involvement in the world is to impair
ministry itself In spite of this truth, pastors have historically resisted the role of
administrator in their parish work. In doing so, Oden and others would argue that such
neglect has had a significant impact on the ministry of the church.
Hiltner notes, "In the current ministerial vocabulary, administration is a dirty
word" and that the tasks of administration are the source and content of fi'equent laments
about ministry. (69). He responds to an unpublished study made by Samuel Blizzard in
which 5,000 ministers were asked what aspects of their duties were most and least
rewarding (69).
Presumably Hiltner references the study underway when BUzzard wrote an article
entitled The Ministers Dilemma in the April 25, 1956 issue of The Christian Century
(508-510). The particulars of that study are interesting, for each of the 690 clergymen
who participated were asked to evaluate sbc ministerial roles: administrator, organizer.
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pastor, priest, and teacher, and to evaluate these from three perspectives. These were
importance, effectiveness, and enjoyment.
When those participating ranked the six ministerial tasks in order from most
important to least important, the ranking read: preacher, pastor, priest, teacher, organizer,
and administrator. Those tasks more directly related to persons were of greater
importance in the thinking of the participants, and those related to management were of
least importance. For purposes of this study, the fact that pastors are administrators by
definition, and they chair the Nominations and Personnel Committee, may explain the lack
oforganization seen in many nomination committees.
Blizzard also assessed the relative sense of effectiveness the participants felt in the
six tasks examined in an attempt to assess ministerial motivation. As might be expected,
those involved in the survey feh most effective in the preaching and pastoral Sanctions and
least effective in administration and organization, with organization perceived least
effective of the sbc (509).
The same pattern appeared when an assessment of feehngs ofenjoyment was
compiled. Administrative and organizational tasks were least enjoyable with the more
classical ministerial fiinctions providing the most satisfaction (Blizzard 509).
One of the most telling aspects ofBlizzard's study has to do with how ministers
spend their time. In an attempt to collect data on this issue, the daily activities of480
rural and urban ministers reported their daily activities and this was in turn classified as
professional and non-professional expenditures of time. When the data were analyzed, it
was discovered that ahnost two-fifths of the workday was expended in administrative
duties, while one-fourth of their time was spent in pastoral care. Preaching and priestly
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fiinctions accounted for only one-fifth of the pastor's time (Blizzard 509). Although
pastors spend more time in administrative work, they enjoy it less and feel less effective in
their efforts. In terms of this study, this indicates not only the need for more efficient
means of accomplishing church administration, but also an association between job
satisfaction and perceived efficiency.
As a general observation, this disparity between task involvement and task
satisfaction is one of the major stress factors in modem ministry and few are surprised that
men and women who serve as pastors view administration with weary and suspicious eyes.
The problem goes beyond mere ffustration and the source is not simply one of
scheduling conflicts. It has been argued that what most pastors consider administration is
not administration in the truest sense. Hiltner's position is that what most pastors oppose
is not administration but ratherpoor administration, and it is fi"om the lack ofproper
admmistration that the current collective lament fi-om the clergy arises. Hiltner suggests
that there may be various psychological and emotional reasons that a hypothetical pastor
does not utilize volunteers to run the mimeograph machine, but continues that:
It is also thoroughly possible that none of these Freudian revelations of
inverted pride is nearly so important as his not being smart enough to ask
the right people in the right way at the right time for the right things in the
right tone ofauthority. But, whatever the reasons, he is not merely doing
himself a disservice and building up a head of steam against something he
thinks of as administration. He is also selling out the ministry ofWord and
sacraments. He shows that, whatever the reason, he has failed to interpret
his fiinction to his people, has not eUcited their support and their service to
enable him to perform the fiinction; and in this instance has failed to get the
people doing the mimeographmg who ought to be doing it. This is not
administration but poor administration. (73)
Is it possible that the disdain the typical pastor holds for administration has prevented
that pastor from engaging in the task of finding and motivating the very laity who might
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offer some relief from the burden of his many tasks? If there is to be effective ministry,
the pastor, as chairperson of the Nominations Committee in United Methodist churches,
must insure that lay recruitment and development is given the highest priority possible.
As has been noted, "Management as a ministry is the responsibility of the entire church.
Although the pastor serves as the chief administrative agent in the local church, his work
should not relieve the church as a whole of its managerial obligations; rather, the pastor's
work should enhance and elevate the church's capacity as the body ofChrist to provide
oversight to the work of the church" (Tipton 32).
The task of equipping the laity for the work ofministry is affirmed in Scripture where
the Apostle Paul writes of Christ:
It was he who gave some to be apostles, some to be prophets, some
to be evangeUsts, and some to be pastors and teachers, to prepare God's
peoplefor works ofservice, so that the body of Christ may be buUt up until
we all reach unity in the faith and in the knowledge of the Son ofGod and
become mature, attaining to the whole measure of the fiiUness of Christ.
Ephesians 4:11-13
New International Version, Italics Added
The issue of a spiritual leader recruiting laypersons to service within the body of the
faith is as old as Old Testament itself:
The next day Moses took his seat to serve as judge for the people, and they
stood around him from morning till evening. When his father-in-law saw all that
Moses was doing for the people, he said, "What is this you are doing for the
people? Why do you alone sit as judge, while all these people stand around you
from morning till evening?" Moses answered him, "Because the people come to
me to seek God's will. Whenever they have a dispute, it is brought to me, and I
decide between the parties and inform them ofGod's decrees and laws." Moses'
father-in-law replied, "What you are doing is not good. You and these people who
come to you will only wear yourselves out. The work is too heavy for you; you
cannot handle it alone. Listen now to me and I will give you some advice, and may
God be with you. You must be the people's representative before God and bring
their disputes to him. Teach them the decrees and laws, and show them the way to
Uve and the duties they are to perform. But select capable men from all the people-
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-men who fear God, tmstworthy men who hate dishonest gain�and appoint them
as officials over thousands, hundreds, fifties and tens. Have them serve as judges
for the people at all times, but have them bring every difficult case to you; the
simple cases they can decide themselves. That will make your load lighter, because
they will share it with you. If you do this and God so commands, you will be able
to stand the strain, and all these people will go home satisfied." Moses listened to
his father-in-law and did everything he said. He chose capable men from all Israel
and made them leaders of the people, officials over thousands, hundreds, fifties and
tens. They served as judges for the people at all times. The difficult cases they
brought to Moses, but the simple ones they decided themselves.
Exodus 18:13-26
New International Version
Moses was instructed by his father-in-law, Jethro, to distribute the enormous
responsibilities for settling disputes among the Hebrews themselves. Moses was to
"represent the people before God" (vs. 19), leaving the more routine and uncompUcated
responsibilities to leaders selected from among the people. Moses followed this sound
advice, making certain he selected "able men" and gave them specific tasks and
instructions for accomplishing those tasks (Exodus 18:17-26). The resuhant division of
labor thus kept Moses focused on his task, his gifts, and the expansion of the leadership
base of the Hebrew assembly.
The New Testament book ofActs further demonstrates this principle where, in
response to a dispute that emerged over the daily distribution of food:
So the Twelve gathered all the disciples together and said, "It would not be
right for us to neglect the ministry of the word ofGod in order to wait on
tables. Brothers, choose seven men from among you who are known to be
full of the Spirit and wisdom. We will turn this responsibihty over to them
and will give our attention to prayer and the ministry of the word." This
proposal pleased the whole group. They chose Stephen , a man full of faith
and of the Holy Spirit; also Phihp, Procorus, Nicanor, Timon, Parmenas,
and Nicolas from Antioch, a convert to Judaism. They presented these men
to the apostles, who prayed and laid their hands on them.
Acts 6:2-6
New International Version
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In this instance the Apostles directed the people to select of those who were to be
known as deacons. Selection was made with specific criteria in mind, not the least of
which was in the area of spirituality. These were to be men "fiiU of the Spirif (vs. 3). An
additional example of the role of laypersons in ministry lies in the consecration ofPaul and
Barnabas at Antioch for their missionary endeavors in response to the prompting of the
Holy Spirit (Acts 13:1-^).
Myron Rush suggests there is recognition within Scripture of sound management
techniques. He offers as evidence an event fi-om the Old Testament as recorded in the
New International Version:
Now the whole world had one language and a common speech. As men
moved eastward, they found a plain in Shinar and settled there. They said
to each other, "Come, let's make bricks and bake them thoroughly." They
used brick instead of stone, and tar instead ofmortar. Then they said,
"Come, let us build ourselves a city, with a tower that reaches to the
heavens, so that we may make a name for ourselves and not be scattered
over the face of the whole earth." But the Lord came down to see the city
and the tower that the men were building. The Lord said, "If as one people
speaking the same language they have begun to do this, then nothing they
plan to do will be impossible for them. Come, let us go down and confiise
their language so they will not understand each other." So the Lord
scattered them fi'om there over all the earth, and they stopped building the-
city. That is why it was called Babel�because there the Lord confiised the
language of the whole world. From there the Lord scattered them over the
face of the whole earth (Gen. 11:1-9).
Rush asserts that the account ofbuilding the Tower ofBabel reveals four key
components of successfiol organizations (10):
� Commitment to work on a goal (w. 3-4)
� Unity among the people (v. 6)
� An effective communication system (w. 1,6)
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� Doing the will of God (w. 7-9 show they were not)
Rush beUeves there is sufficient evidence in this account to state that all organizations
that utilize these four elements will succeed (12). The adoption of a clearly defined, God-
honoring goal, clear communication, and deep commitment release "unlimited
organizational power ." Rush draws attention to the lack ofproper discernment of the will
ofGod that resuUed in the collapse of the Tower ofBabel project and the deterioration of
the communication process itself Rush asserts that God knew that with all the proper
pieces in place, the only way to disrupt the successfiil completion of this inappropriate task
was through personal intervention (14).
Rush observes that his years ofwork as a management consultant has confirmed that
"almost all organizational problems fall into three basic categories: lack of commitment
on the part of the people to work on a clearly defined goal, lack ofunity within and
between departments or individuals, and poor communication. I have also observed that,
in most cases, poor communication causes the other two problems" (16).
George offers valuable insight into the discenmient of the pastor with regard to
volunteer recruitment in his 1982 article, "Recruitment's Missing Link." George holds that
volunteer work in the church is "more greatly enabled by spiritual-gift theology than by
any other single factor, training technique, or conceptual base. And one gift stands crucial
to activating all the others: the gift of administration" (55). The gift of administration is
defined in George's view as the ability to discern the spiritual giftedness of others and to
instinctively place these persons in the position best suited for them and for the church as a
whole. He contends that most pastors do not have this gift of administration and this has
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a profound and negative impact upon their ability to identify and direct volunteer workers
within their congregations (56). George believes that the primary function of the pastor is
sowing the vision for the church, but that most lack the ability to discern the spiritual gifts
and talents of others (56). Herein, for George, lies the source of conflict between
laypersons and their pastors, for many administratively gifted persons assume that their
pastor surely sees in others what they see (56). The role of the pastor in this context is to
enhst those with the gift of administration to assist in leadership recruitment and
development. These, George contends, may be recognized through their joy in
accompUshment through others.
George offers steps the pastor with leadership skills can follow if he or she lacks
administrative gifts.
1 . Study the subject of spiritual gifts in depth.
2. Learn to recognize people's gifts from their criticisms and suggestions.
3. Make it a practice to affirm the gifts you see.
4. Ask for help [recruit] in the church according to the gifts discerned.
5. EnUst those with the gift of administration to serve on personnel and
nominating committees, where they can practice making appointments
by gift.
6. Ask people individually how they see your gifts as helping them.
7. Keep spotting the gifts of administration by noting those who enjoy
accompUshing things through others. (59)
The steps outUned above constitute the most practical advice for pastors and their
nominations committees to foUow.
The position George takes is vaUd in the main. The pastor is indeed the "caster of
vision" in the congregation, and it is possible that many pastors do not exhibit any great
skUl at discerning the gifts of others (56). Greorge, however, beUeves that the pastor has at
least the abiUty to recognize those with the gift of administration, or can learn it. EquaUy
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evident is that the pastor must possess some degree of discernment in separating
informative complaints from disruptive complaints, an ability not as universally present as
George would have us believe (56).
George also emphasizes the spiritual aspect of leadership selection, with leadership
expanded in his view beyond the administrative offices of the church (57). Such expansion
has the merit of restoring the scriptural pattern of lay recruitment and involvement;
namely, the leading of the Holy Spirit to select those who are filled and gifted by his
presence. The attaiimient of a proper environment in which the Holy Spirit may act is
assumed in such a position.
Organizational Development
It is interesting to note that much ifnot all of the literature currently available
addressing the organizational health of churches is written by administrators or specialists
in organizational development. One would wish that more material was available that
looked at the spiritual and pastoral dimension of the leadership process. If there were
mdeed a deeply spiritual dimension in the process of leadership selection within churches,
it would be a great benefit for more pastoral or theological insight into this task of
ministry.
In considering the effectiveness of the Nominations and Personnel Committee
process, it is important, however, that the researcher have some degree of exposure to the
field oforganizational development. When dealing with the multi-layered nature of church
organizations, this area of study is ofparticular importance.
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In Management for Your Church. Lindgren and Shawchuck trace the influence of
Organization Theory on the practice of the ministry and identify theories of organizational
management practiced in churches today.
The relevance of this work to the present study may be seen in the recognition of
various theories of organizational design that operate in any church setting, whether or not
one is cognizant of their presence. Such organizational patterns are often selected by
default and are labeled by the authors as one's preferred theory ofchurch organization
(Lindgren and Shawchuck , Management 21). They fiirther identify five organizational
theories operative in the church today. These mclude the Traditional Theory, in which the
organization is seen as a static, unchanging institution. Leadership in such settings
involves itselfwith maintaining and transmitting tradition. This is accompUshed by
emphasis on the status quo and on ceremony. Further identifying characteristics include
lack of initiative, fear of change, and little creativity.
The second theory is the Charismatic Leader Theory, which has as a focal point
the intuition or vision of a dynamic individual or group of individuals. This dynamic
leadership chaUenges the foUowers to reject the status quo and to aspire to the reaUzation
of the vision or goal set before them. The foUowers are seen as active and essential for the
realization of the dream or vision but that they are in need of firm, direct leadership.
The Human Relations Theory centers on the need for individual fulfiUment and
therefore places the institution in a position secondary to that of the individual members.
The organization exists for the purpose of assisting persons reach their fuU potential, and
leaders in such organizations seek to create an environment conducive to such growth.
Emphasis centers on the self-worth of the individual and the expression of feeUngs.
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When organizations stress the achievement ofgoals in a hierarchical managerial
structure, they follow the Classical Theory. The organization is made up of clearly defined
component structures and their bureaucratic interaction. Leadership in such systems takes
the form of the "hired hand" who enforces rules and regulations passed down fi-om
positions of authority fiirther up the bureaucratic ladder.
Shawchuck and Lindgren advocate the Systems Theory of church organizational
development. They note that the Systems Theory is "perhaps the [theory] least known and
practiced by American reUgious organizations" (Management. 23). Systems theory takes
into account not only the organization as an isolated entity, but the environmental factors
which surround it as well. In doing so. Systems Theory analyzes the organization by
seeking to understand the varied inputs into the system, the transformational processes
internal to the system, and the output of the system into its environment. Systems theory
also considers the boundaries of the system that serve to differentiate it firom other systems
in its environment.
The Systems Theory of organizational management is the theory adopted for
purposes of this study and, it will be assumed, for the remainder of this review of
literature. This selection was made with the assistance of insights gleaned from the
research done by Daniel L. Tipton (1980) in his work Applying Principles of
Organizational Development in the Work of the Church. Tipton sets forth in his preface
the question of the validity ofusing "management principles generally used in secular
settings" to achieve the ministry and missional goals ofthe church (iv). He fiirther asks if
there is " an identifiable management theory which best matches the nature, mission, and
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ministry of the church," and seeks to answer that question by examining the five
management models addressed by Lindgren and Shawchuck (2).
Tipton evaluates the appropriate use of the selected management styles by two
"essential criteria: knowing what God wants the church to achieve and planning how it
can best be accomplished" (9) . An evaluation of each was developed based upon three
additional scriptural criteria. Does the theory aid in the application of the church as a
chosen people to represent God in the world? Does the theory encourage members of the
body ofChrist to collectively and individually fiilfill their responsibility for a balanced
prophetic, priestly, and kingly ministry? Does the theory, if used, give natural expression
to the mission of the church as being the increase among people of the love ofGod and
neighbor? The systems theory possessed greater compatibility with these three tests than
any of the other theories (50).
Tipton concludes "The systems theory is the most versatile theory ofmanagement in
that man is highly respected and valued while the goals of the organization retain
importance. This type oforganization depends upon a free, non-coerced response of
members" (45).
Under the Systems Theory ofmanagement the organization attempts to identify
the primary purpose for which it exists and how it relates to the environment where it
fiinctions. The Systems Theory emphasizes that an organization is composed ofmany
interrelated and interdependent parts. All the parts contribute to the ultimate purpose for
which the organization exists. This collective, united cooperation produces greater results
than each subgroup could produce through working on mdependent purposes. In this
theory the leader's main fiinction is to clarify and maintain the focus of effort upon the
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objectives of the organization. The leader is responsible to recognize and inform others of
important changes that occur in the environmental settings. Members are compliant
because of their commitment to the purpose rather than from any form of coercion.
Change does not come from the dictation of rules or orders by leaders; change comes
from the members' efforts to realize the objectives of the organization.
The church which employs a systems approach ofmanagement finds its roots in
scriptural passages concerning the church as the body of Christ. This church will
emphasize that all members and groups within the church are responsible for the
fiilfillment of Christ's ministry, particularly in terms of evangehsm and care of fellow
Christians. Growth in the body of Christ is often viewed as "an external extension and an
internal transformation" (Lindgren and Shawchuck, Let 45).
The conclusion reached by Tipton is that sound organizational principles do apply to
the local church. He fiirther states that "these principles would be ofgreater value to a
church or organization whose leadership, whether clergy or laity, had a sufficient base of
training to aid in the application of these principles. It is also likely that a church with
inadequately trained leadership may find these exercises of limited value" (111). Although
Tipton expresses some concern that the "technical nature" of the systems approach may
make its use "confixsing and fiaiitless", he none the less concludes that "effective ministry
in terms ofmission increases with the application of sound principles ofmanagement and
administration" (1 10-1 1 1).
In their work. Let My People Go: Empowering Laity for Ministry, Lmdgren and
Shawchuck identify three broadly identified components of an environment conducive to
volunteerism within the church. These elements include the areas of (1) purpose, (2)
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persons, and (3) processes (Let. 123). In non-ecclesiastical settings, this same basic
division may be seen in effective committees. In their work. The Effective Board of
Trustees. Richard P. Chait, Thomas P. Holland, and Barbara E. Taylor identify six areas of
competency that are hallmarks of effective boards of trustees in institutions of higher
learning. These are labeled as the ContextualDimension, in which the board demonstrates
an understanding of the culture, purpose, mission, and core values; the Educational
Dimension, which addresses the abiUty of the committee to train, develop, and evaluate its
members; the InterpersonalDimension, which deals with the personal and group
dynamics of the committee; the AnalyticalDimension, which refers to the ability of a
committee to comprehend the complexities of their task and to draw upon the needed
information sources to undergird their decisions; the PoliticalDimension, which indicates
the ability of the committee to function in the overaU structure of the organization they
serve; and the Strategic Dimension, which addresses the abiUty of a committee to shape
the fiiture of the organization by anticipatmg problems and issues before they occur (1-3).
Although the Ust is more detailed, the same triad of purpose, people, and process
emerges. The pastor exerts a direct and significant impact on each of these factors and the
overaU cUmate within the congregation as it relates to the recruitment and cultivation of
volunteers. He or she is, at the same time, a resource consuhant to the nominations
conmiittee and a participant in the work they do. In writing for managers and consultants
m the business world, Edgar H. Schein advocates an approach known asprocess
consultation as a means of initiating change and enhancing effectiveness from inside a
system. Such an approach sees the manager in a business setting fiinctioning in a manner
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consistent with an outside consultant but maintaining his or her position as a part of the
process over which he or she has responsibility.
In evaluating a system such as a committee, Schein holds the view that there are
three areas for appraisal and for intervention, but that these exist on two levels (40). The
following diagram represents this construct:
FIGURE 1
The Foci ofObservation and Intervention
Task Interpersonal
Content 1 . Formal agenda,
goals
4. Who is doing what to
whom
Process 2. How the task is done 5 . How members relate to
each other, communicate,
etc.
Structure 3. Recurrent processes-
- "standard operating
procedures"
6. Recurrent
interpersonal
relationships, roles
Adapted From Process Consultation 40
Schein holds that the most effective means of improvmg a system is to intervene at
the process level in the areas of task and interpersonal dynamics [ Cell 2 and Cell 5] (39-
60). The approach, therefore, that a pastor should take with regard to the nominations
committee is one that emphasizes the "how to's" of the committees work and the
communications and cohesiveness of the group itself There must be both educational and
relational dimensions to the approach the pastor takes in reforming any committee. Again,
the elements ofpurpose, people, and process are before us (40).
It appears that any study of the effectiveness of a committee or other organization
must address these critical areas to have any validity. Drawing upon various resources, a
more detailed look at these crucial elements is merited.
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Purpose
A congregation must have a clearly defined, mutually accepted vision if it is to
create a cUmate for the encouragement ofvolunteerism. Within the congregation, the
pastor fiinctions as key interpreter of the Christian message and the specific means
through which that call is expressed in the community and the world. Vision and purpose
must first come fi-om the understanding the pastor has for his or her own life in Jesus
Christ. A clear sense ofwhat their lives means in the scope ofGod's will forms the
foundation for self-identity and self-confidence. A sense of excitement often results as
men and women in ministry own for themselves the importance of the work of the
kingdom ofGod without which it is difficult to inspire others to invest time and talents in
the service ofGod.
Vision is, however, more than an individualistic thing. It requires an owning of a
larger, "corporate" vision by the congregation itself To do so, the pastor must be carefiil
to include the individual visions of the members of the congregation as much as is
possible. "The corporate vision," writes Norman Shawchuck and Roger Heuser, "only
matters to people to the extent it reflects their own personal vision. . . . [It] moves closer
to reaUty when it includes the hopes of the followers, enabling them to blend their own
personal vision with the corporate vision" (145).
Persons
A major aspect ofthe pastor's role in creating an environment conducive to
volunteerism is in relationships. People seldom step forward to volunteer in an
environment that is critical, chaotic, or competitive. A helpfial summary of suggested
steps in this process may be found in Activating Leadership in the Small Church (Burt 48-
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51). The listing that follows outlines these steps and includes a commentary on the
significance for this study.
1 . Use interest inventories� Burt recognizes that spiritual gift inventories may reveal
interest, but does not say WHEN is the right season for this persons gifts to be
utilized. He fiirther notes that most inventories are submitted by those already
engaged in leadership. For purposes of this study, this is indicative that Nominations
Committees must develop other means ofgathering and processing data on
prospective nominees.
2. Be on the lookout� Burt advises those with personnel responsibilities to take the input
of laity seriously concerning the giftedness of others. This is in keeping with the task
of the Nominations Committee in a direct way. Members of the Nominations
Committee must cultivate the abiUty to recognize, maximize, and affirm the gifts of
others. The laity played a significant role in the selection of the first deacons (Acts 6),
and many spiritual gifts inventories provide for confirmation from other individuals
within the church.
3. Encourage lay input intoprogramming� If the program is consistent with the purpose
of the organization and is designed to satisfy the needs of the church body and if the
laity carry a strong sense of ownership, leaders wiU step forward. Lay initiated
programming provides a means ofdiscovering the passion of those who launch and
support such programs. Such passion is a vital indicator as to the placement of the
individual in positions of service.
4. Encourage Apprenticeships� We learn by modeling and we must train the next
generation by using the present. This is an area sorely lacking in most churches. The
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Nominations Committee should become a seedbed for future leaders, providing not
only continuity but also increased effectiveness for the ministry of the church.
5. Cultivate close personal relationships� Good communication reduces
misunderstanding and also provides a solid basis for recruiting efforts. Persons are
more than the skills and talents they possess. Personal relationships afford mentoring
opportunities and continued growth for both Nominations Committee members and
the leaders they select. Such relationships also provide training in social skills needed
for leadership.
6. Do not make the pastor the only asker� Laity are better at recruiting laity. Person-to-
person contact is best in recruitment. Not only does this keep the burden of leadership
acquisition difilised and more manageable, but it creates a sense that the entire
Nominations Committee is responsible for the task of leadership development. It also
helps to avoid the "personal favor" approach to the nomination process.
7. Encourage small groupprograms that are laity-led � This brings together personal
relationships, lay initiative and passion, and elements of spiritual formation to the
nomination process. Those participating in such groups have a greater chance of
displaying their gifts and abilities than m church-wide events. The absence of the
pastor may allow more timid persons a safe environment in which to try their
leadership wings.
8. Take time to explain to volunteers how their effortsfit into the overallpicture or
purpose� This step addresses the need for vision and purpose in job performance and
satisfaction. Nominations Committees should only recruit for meaningfiil positions
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that make a genuine contribution to vision and mission of the church. All other non
essential, superfluous tasks should be eliminated. Never recruit to meaningless tasks.
9. Step Back� trust others to do the job� Nominations Committees must demonstrate
confidence in their nominees and resist the temptation to micro-manage them. This
also addresses the need to delegate authority with responsibility.
10. Make sure there is a highly visible reward and appreciation system operating� When
a meaningfiil task has been engaged and faithfially administered, those leaders have
strengthened the Kingdom ofGod. Such faithflil service should always be acknowledged
in the most appropriate manner possible. This often-neglected step is crucial to
communicate to other potential nominees the significance of sharing their gifts and talents
with the Body ofChrist (Burt 48-5 1; Commentary added).
A key to healthy volunteerism in the local church is the pastor's own level of
commitment to lay involvement. A minister who is insecure or suspicious of lay
involvement can kill the process. Jackson Carroll documented important issues related to
volunteerism, its imphcations and effect on the authority of the clergy (26-33).
Another key element in the overall effectiveness of the clergy relates to the issue of
pastoral tenure. In his excellent work Restoring the Vow of StabiUty. Richard Brown
advocates a return to long term pastorates which he defines as at least nine years in length
(9). Brown notes that the length of time in which a pastor remams with a local
congregation has been shown to have an impact on pastoral effectiveness (73-74). He
observes that there is "overwhehningly persuasive evidence that the most productive years
of a pastorate seldom begin before the fourth to sixth year of a minister's tenure" (47).
Brown cites a study conducted by Kirk Hadaway which noted that average pastoral tenure
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among Protestant denominations in the United States was 3.7 years (32). The implications
are obvious. The constant adjustment to changing pastoral leadership takes its toll on
churches which experience a string of short-term pastors. Brown farther indicates that he
is personally aware of one church which was closed due to the leadership instability
induced by frequent pastoral turnover (47).
In The Effective Pastor, edited by Zenas J. Bicket for the Assemblies ofGod, the
affective element in lay involvement is addressed. "If an individual is to fulfill an active
role in any organization, he must feel a sense of personal importance and have the
satisfaction of a significant contribution. One of the most important responsibilities of the
pastor, therefore, is to provide an opportunity for every member of the congregation to
participate in some worthwhile activity related to the church" (48).
Much of the church's environmental needs are addressed in a strong sense of
community and mutual love within the congregation. The pastor enhances this
environment by modeUng the life and attitudes of Christ. He or she should exhibit
compassion, forgiveness, and gentleness. He or she must be patient, apt to teach, and
redemptive in correction and training. The pastor should also model a proper attitude
when in need of correction. A teachable spirit and a willingness to receive criticism in a
proper manner go a long way in opening up a church to growth m volunteer ministries.
Appreciation for volunteers should be evident in the pastor's ministry. It is most
effective when the pastor can do so in informal as well as in formal ways. Personal notes
ofencouragement and expressions ofgratitude help the volunteer worker derive a sense of
meaningfixl contribution to the hfe and work of the church.
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Procedures
The pastor is an administrative leader in the church. In the United Methodist
Church he or she chairs the Nominations Committee. The key issue in the creation of a
voluntary ministry team that it seeks to fiiMll the corporate vision of the church in
accordance to the will of God.
The pastor must insure that administrative procedures are followed with particular
concern to fairness and equity for all persons. The pastor represents the entire
congregation, and must not allow any person to be excluded from service to the church
who is quahfied for office. When committees and boards play favorites, others are
mhibited and excluded.
The pastor should also do all withm his or her power to insure that the persons
selected have a reasonable chance to succeed in their assigned tasks. Few things inhibit
volunteerism more than for a church to keep suffering members in positions for which they
are ill prepared and in which they are miserable. Others fear a similar fate if they become
involved. Such misplaced persons are sometimes so located because of a suggestion to
get an inactive member involved in the church through service. The prospects of �
reintegrating a marginalized member into the life of the congregation are sUght, and as
such are never sound pursuits for pastors and nominations committees. A case could be
made that members become less likely to become active out of embarrassment resulting
from poor performance in a mismatched church position.
The pastor's personal contacts with persons as an ongoing part of his or her duties
provides an excellent means of searching out the needs and gifts of the parish. The pastor
may also preach a series of sermons on the gifts of the Holy Spirit and the need for men
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and women to place their lives in the center of God's will in mimstry. Again, it must be
noted, "The challenge of personal example is the point ofbeginning in leading people to
more efficient service whether it be as staffmembers of an organization or voluntary
workers in the church" (Ford 89).
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Chapter 3
The Design of the Study
The purpose of this study is to identify and to describe the characteristics of
Nominations and Personnel Committees in United Methodist Churches of the Alabama-
West Florida Annual Conference selected for their strength in mobilizing laity to
participation and leadership.
Research Questions
The research questions in this study are:
1. What characteristics and procedures ofNominations and Personnel Committees
in the subject churches selected for their strength in mobiUzing lay leadership are
identifiable as distinctive in comparison to other churches in the Alabama-West Florida
Conference?
The question seeks to discover if statistically meaningful differences exist between the
functioning of the Nominations Committees in churches perceived to have strong lay
involvement and that of other churches in the Alabama-West Florida Annual Conference.
2. What correlation exists between the utilization ofNominations and Personnel
Committees and lay participation in the selected churches?
This question seeks to discover the relationship between the work of the
Nominations and Personnel Committee and lay participation in the work of the church,
and m the leadership required to accomphsh that work. It is possible that effective lay
involvement is due to factors other than the work of the Nominations and Personnel
committee, or that the work of the Nominations Committee exerts Uttle impact on lay
involvement in the church.
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3. What factors other than the Nominations and Personnel Committees of the
subject churches may be contributing to lay participation and leadership?
The final research question seeks to discover other factors that may account for the
strength of lay involvement in the churches selected by the district superintendent for their
perceived effectiveness in this area of church life.
Population and sample selection
The population for the first or primary group of this study was gathered based on the
expert opinion of the current district superintendents, or in the case of those district
superintendents serving less than two years, by their immediate predecessors. In this
manner it was assured that the opinion rendered by the district superintendents would be
based on a minimum of two fijll years of contact with the churches on their respective
districts.
A letter was sent to each district superintendent (D.S.) which identified suggested
criteria by which the D.S. might determine the relative strength of lay ministries of the
churches under consideration. A church should meet a minimum ofeight of the following
twelve criteria:
1 .The church is administered in the main by dedicated laypersons with demonstrated
proficiency in their respective tasks.
2. Laypersons take an active role in the principal worship service or services on a
regular basis. Such service could include music and the arts, ushering and serving,
preparing the worship center, participation with clergy in administering the sacraments, or
planning worship with the church staff.
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3. The church has a ministry of lay visitation to homebound members, to those
hospitalized or facing special needs, to guests and visitors to services and events, and to
the general membership of the church.
4. The presence of laity initiated, laity led small groups. Included in this category are
Softball teams, sewing circles, etc.
5. Inclusion of lay members from the church on district and conference committees,
etc. on a regular basis.
6. Strong participation of church members in laity led spiritual formation and study
groups such as Walk to Emmaus, Disciple Bible Study, Stephen's Ministries, or Lay
Witness Missions.
7. Participation of lay persons in missions and outreach ministries, either locally or
abroad.
8. Lay persons participate in the assimilation of new members through family
sponsorship, etc.
9. The pastor and church leadership communicate the expectation that every member
find his or her place of service in the church.
10. Laypersons can articulate the mission of their church.
11. Laypersons exhibit enthusiasm for their church, and support their congregation
financially and with their service.
12. Both members and non-members perceive the church as a warm, compassionate
place.
Each D.S. was asked to select five churches from each of their districts. This number
was selected to insure that a population above thirty could be studied and subjected to a
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wider range of statistical analysis. The study group of churches so selected would total
forty-five churches, five from each of the nine districts of the Alabama-West Florida
Aimual Conference.
The subject churches for the second study group were drawn from a random sample
of the remaining churches of the conference. With pastoral charges numbering 475, and
reducing that number by the 45 churches which compose the first test group, the
remaining 430 pastoral charges constitute the universe of the second, randomly selected
group. A software statistics program, STATS produced by Decision Analysts, Inc. was
used to derive this sample. On the basis of 430 churches, a maximum error of 5 percent
and an estimated number of churches that utilize the Nominations and Personnel
Committee at 95 percent, the results of the sample size fianction of the STATS program
indicated that sixty-three churches must compose the second group of churches so that a
95 percent confidence level may be achieved. A second calculation of sample size with
only a 50 percent estimate of churches utilizing the Nominations and Personnel Committee
yielded a sample size of 203 churches. This higher number was selected to insure
sufficient response and a more conservative appraisal of the nomination process in the
conference.
The Nominations and Personnel Committee (NomCom) Characteristics Survey
This study utilizes a researcher-designed, self-administered mailed survey,
"Nominations and Persormel Committee (NomCom) Characteristics Survey" (Appendix
D). It consists of an eight-page, ninety-five question inventory ofpredominately close-
ended questions. It was designed to be completed by the pastors of the subject churches.
Due to the descriptive nature of the project, the questions deal largely with factual data
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and are Umited in scope to more affective elements of the nominations process. Beyond
queries into the specifics of church location, size, heaUh, and related factors, the questions
focus on the selection, preparation, work processes, and procedures used by the
Nominations Committees of the subject churches. The information is gained through
pastors of the churches, who not only serve as chairpersons of the Nominations and
Personnel Committee, but are also in the best position to provide accurate information
related to the overaU status of the churches. He or she is also able to relate his or her
own sense of personal satisfaction with the nomination process as it exists in that
particular church setting.
The key elements measured by the survey are as foUows:
Questions 1 through 7 address the basic profile of the Nominations Committee
(NomCom), such as the number ofmembers, the age and gender makeup of the group,
prior experience, etc. Such information aUows analysis of these factors with respect to
their possible influence on the work of the committee.
Questions 8 through 14 gather information related to the organization of the
NomCom to do its work within the local church.
The next section is composed of questions 1 5 through 27, and focuses on the
selection and preparation of the membership of the NomCom. Data compiled fi-om this
section reflects the deUberation with which the church chooses those who wiU greatly
influence the selection of future church leaders. As Osborne indicated, the selection of
persons for the Nominations Committee has a substantial impact on the overaU health of
the ministries of the local church (74).
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Questions 28-75 seek to discover the actual workings of the NomCom in the subject
churches. As indicated in the review of literature, several factors enhance the life of the
church and the work of the NomCom in particular.
Factors examined in the questionnaire include the use of survey instruments to assess
the interests, gifts, and talents of the congregation, the utilization of computers or other
means ofdata collection, retrieval and storage, the use of pre-packaged leadership
recruitment and development programs, and participation in training events for members
of the NomCom. This section also sought to discover the presence of factors indicative of
ineffective Nominations and Personnel Committees such as favoritism, the appomtment of
inactive members, or the exclusion of persons due to age or tenure.
The remaining questions gathered data on the church, and provided basic information
related to the level of lay participation within that congregation. Additionally, a minimum
measure of the level ofpastoral satisfaction was taken as it relates to the nomination
process within that specific church.
Pretest of the NomCom Characteristics Survey
The survey instrument was sent to five pastors ofUnited Methodist churches to test
the clarity of the questions and to note the average amount of time required to supply the
needed information. Following the administration of the test, personal interviews were
conducted to determine possible difficulties with wording or other ambiguities m the
survey instrument. Corrections and suggestions were implemented where indicated.
Data Collection
Each of the churches selected by the district superintendents was mailed a letter
presenting the study and explaining its significance to the churches ofour annual
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conference. The letter included the survey instrument, with each form receiving an
individual identification code. This code was preceded by the initials "AX" to identify the
church as a participant in the group of churches selected by the district superintendents. A
pre-addressed postage paid envelope was enclosed to facilitate the return of the
instrument.
The remaining survey forms were mailed in the same manner to the second group of
churches in random fashion. Those churches not selected by the district superintendents
were assigned a number in sequence, using the listing of churches as contained in the
Journal of the Alabama-West Florida Aimual Conference. Starting with the Andalusia
district and proceeding through each of the districts in alphabetical order, each church was
assigned an unique number, with the exception of those churches previously selected.
This number was the sole means of identifying the participating churches randomly
selected, and was preceded by the designation "BX".
The random number generator fiinction of the STATS program was utilized to
provide 203 random numbers fi^om within the domain of numbered churches. These
churches comprised the second study group.
Identical materials were sent the second group of churches. Each form sent to either
group was marked with the proper church identification number in the space provided on
the last page of the survey instrument. This facilitated follow-up procedures to enhance
the response rate of the survey.
Upon receiving responses from the churches, a Usting of respondents was maintained.
A period of two weeks was allowed for the return of the first maiUng. Those who failed to
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respond were placed in a "re-contact" grouping for follow-up. Subsequent contact was
made via a mailed postcard reminder, and in isolated cases, phone calls to church pastors.
Data analysis
Forms were placed into the "AX" or "BX" groupings and statistical measurements
made on each of the two groups in isolation from the other, as well as in cross-check to
one another. Data related to the survey response rate was noted and reported. An attempt
was made to discover a correlation between the perceived effectiveness of the NomComs
of the study churches and the degree of lay leadership and participation within those
churches. A reference level ofNominations Committee fianction within those churches
selected by the district superintendents was determined based on the data collected. This
reference was then appUed to the churches in the second group with statistically significant
differences and similarities noted. The results are presented in sunmiary form in Chapter 5
of this study.
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CHAPTER 4
Findings of the Study
Data received from the survey instrument indicate areas of difference between GROUP
A and GROUP B churches. The vahdity of observations based on the data is related to
the response rate of the survey and proper statistical analysis.
Response Rate
A total of250 questionnaires were mailed in November, 1998, to all churches who
were a part of the study. Initially, sixty-eight forms were received within the first week
after mailing. A postcard reminder mailed in early December yielded an additional fifteen
returned forms for a total ofeighty-three. The overall response rate for 250 mailed forms
was 33.2 percent. Of the forty-five churches selected by the district superintendents,
twenty-two returned completed survey forms for a group response rate of 48.8 percent.
The response rate for the randomly selected churches was 29.75 percent based on sixty-
one returned forms out of a possible 205. The selection of a more conservative sample
rate of 203 total as opposed to one calculated to be sixty-three total on a 95 percent
occurrence ofNominations and Personnel Committees in the subject churches is a-factor
to be considered in the overall vahdity of the study relative to the response rate. To meet
the statistical standards appropriate for the study, sixty-three churches were required to be
randomly selected to comprise GROUP B. By expanding this random selection to 203
churches the end result was an oversampling ofGROUP B churches. Fink and Kosecoff
suggest oversamphng as a means of improving survey response rate by replacmg non-
respondents (63). If such approach is followed in this study, the effective response rate
approaches 97 percent.
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The timing of the mailing was perhaps a factor in the overall response rate. Several
pastors indicated that the form did not reach them in time to meet the deadline stated in
the letter enclosed with the mailing. A more timely mailing perhaps would have enhanced
the response rate. Response rates for other studies within the Alabama-West Florida
Aimual Conference were not available, and therefore a comparison to similar studies
within the conference was not possible.
Profile ofComposite NomCom
Using data gathered fi-om the study, a general profile of the Nominations Committees
of churches in the Alabama-West Florida Annual Conference may be constructed. To the
extent that the churches designated and randomly selected for participation in the study
reflect the conference churches, the data suggest the average Nominations Committee is a
fairly balanced representation of the persons they serve in most aspects (Table 1).
Table 1
Composite NomCom (N=82)
Age and Gender n % i Church Experience n %
Total NomCom Membership 8 63.1 S Tenure as Church Member:
Male Members 4 28.9 S Less than 2 Years 0 67.9
Female Members 4 32.5 i 2-5 Years 2 46.9
Members Age: 'ifffl 6-10 Years 1 29.6
21 or Less 0 89.2 10 - 15 Years 1 43.2
22-35 1 73.8 16 Years or More 4 17.5
36-45 2 28.9 si Prior NomCom/Other Service:
45-60 3 30.1 At least Once 4 21.5
61 orMore 2 21.75 Never 4 23.2
m Persons with 2 or more offices 6 12.8
The typical nominations committee represented in this study was made up ofeight
persons includmg the pastor. Five members were age forty-six or older, and two of these
five were be at least age sbcty-one. None were twenty-one or younger. The committee
was equally divided as to gender. All members of the committee were members of their
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congregation for at least two years, with halfhaving been members of the church for
sbcteen years or more. The group was equally divided as to experience, with half having
served at least one prior term on the NomCom. Members of the typical NomCom most
often serve in at least two other elected leadership areas of the church. Only two persons
on the typical nomination committee serve that position exclusively.
Group Comparisons
Table 2 summarizes the responses ofpastors from both groups of churches
participating in the study. The data indicate the degree of lay participation in various
church ministries and events on the local, district, and conference level.
TABLE 2
Lay participation among GROUP A and GROUP B Churches (N=83)
GROUP A GROUP B
22) (n=61)
Lay Participation
Pastors describe membership at least
"somewhat invotvecT in the Mlowing
church related programs or events.
n % n % t*
Visitation 10 45.0 16 26.0 1.37
Initiating New Programs 22 100.0 47 77.0 2.09*
Mentoring NewMembers 22 100.0 40 66.0 1.66**
District/Conf. Leadership 16 73.0 26 43.0 3.44
Outreach and Missions 20 91.0 49 80.0 2.02
District/Conf. Training 20 91.0 40 66.0 1.81
Annual Conf Attendance Campaign 21 96.0 50 82.0 1.40**
Leadership in Public Worship 15 68.0 47 77.0 1.29
*
p < .05; **p < .005
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GROUP A churches are generally more active in district and conference programs and
leadership. Seventy-three percent of these churches, for instance, participate in the
conference Vision 2000 program which stresses planning for future ministry, while 56
percent ofGROUP B churches were involved in the program. Only forty-three percent of
GROUP B churches indicated any involvement of lay persons in district or conference
leadership, compared to 73 percent of GROUP A churches.
This trend held for all areas ofministry, with GROUP A churches more involved that
GROUP B churches in all categories except in the area of lay planning and implementation
ofpublic worship. Those churches randomly selected were more hkely to exhibit lay
leadership in this area (77 percent) than those churches selected on their perceived
strength in lay motivation and involvement (68 percent).
Data collected from the subject churches support the inclusion of those churches in
GROUP A on the basis of their greater level of lay participation in the mission and
ministry of their congregations. The selection of those churches by their district
superintendents for this group is thereby validated by the data.
Characteristics and Procedures
The first research question of this study seeks to identify characteristics and
procedures ofNominations and Personnel Committees in those churches selected for their
strength in mobiUzing lay leadership, which are distinctive when compared to other
churches in the Alabama-West Florida Conference. In overview, the data suggest
discemable differences exist between the two groups of churches participating in this
study. These diflFerences may be categorized in the same basic triad of purpose, process,
and people as impUed in the Uterature surveyed for the study. StatisticaUy significant
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differences were noted in the first pair of the triad, purpose and process, with no
appreciable difference in the persons selected for service on the NomCom between the
two groups of churches studied.
NomCom Purpose in Subject Churches
The first area ofdifferentiation between the two subject groups of churches is in the
area of purpose. As was shown in the literature, an understanding of their mission,
purpose, and general reason for being is an important element in the formation ofhealthy
groups and conrniittees (Rush, Schein, et.al). Where one group or committee possesses a
firm grasp on its purpose as opposed to another group of similar fiinction, the first group
has a greater chance of success in achieving its goals.
The data (Table 3) indicate that churches selected by district superintendents on the
basis of their strength in lay leadership and involvement are more likely to be described by
their pastors as understanding their purpose than churches randomly selected. Churches in
this group are also more likely to appreciate their importance to the life and mission of
their church and the accomplishing of the congregation's goals.
In the churches perceived as having more active lay leadership, those pastors were
unanimous in their assessment that their Nominations Committees had an adequate
understanding of its fimction in the church. This contrast with the 74. 1 percent of pastors
in GROUP B who responded "strongly agree" or "agree" when asked the same question.
GROUP A churches were agam unanimous in agreeing their Nominations
Committees "had an adequate understanding" of their work withm the church, while just
under 81 percent ofGROUP B pastors shared that assessment for their own churches.
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TABLE 3
GROUP A Churches versus GROUP B Churches Comparisons^
(N=80)
Comnaritor
GROUP A GROUP B
NomCom and Purpose
m m
understands hs function
understands its importance
uses mission/purpose statement
1.73
1.59
2.73
2.52
2.25
3.32
3.83*
3.32*
1.81
NomCom Procedures
utihzes NomCom secretary
maintains written minutes
conducts gifts/talent survey
surveys new members
maintains file ofmembers' talents
uses computer database of gifts
utilizes Spiritual Gifts Inventory
Lay Participation
meeting frequency ofNomCom
church membership
average attendance
1.32
1.41
1.14
1.27
1.09
1.50
1.32
4.62
1406
661
1.62
1.60
1.53
1.51
1.67
1.79
1.74
2.82
221
97
2.33**
1.47
2.70**
1.59
4.32**
2.11**
2.93**
3.63^
; ^< 001; **p_< .05.
' GROUP A represent those churches selected by District Superintendents. GROUP B churches are those
randomly selected. Means scores reflect a Lykert-type scale in which 1= High and 5=Low.
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The data from pastors indicates that GROUP A are almost twice as hkely to utilize
missions and purpose statements within their Nominations Committees than those drawn
from random sample (54.5 percent versus 27.9 percent respectively).
NomCom Procedures in Subject Churches
Data indicate that GROUP A churches exhibit statistically significant difference in
procedures within the NomCom committee as compared to their GROUP B counterparts
(Table 3).
The procedural differences that emerge from the data seem to relate to the deliberate
gathering of information pertaining to the skills, talents, gifts and abilities of the church
membership. Churches selected for their strength in motivating and utilizing laypersons
were more likely to conduct surveys ofmember's talents and gifts, to maintain that
information in a usable form, and to gather gift and talent information from new church
members as they enter the life of the congregation. Churches in GROUP A, those selected
by district superintendents, are more hkely to utilize a secretary for their committees and
to keep written minutes of theh meetings.
In other procedural areas, the two groups of churches showed little difference. No
clear pattern appeared indicating significant differences in how the internal working of the
Nominations Committees withm these churches varied. Given that denominational
materials deUneate a general approach to the mechanics of contacting potential nommees
for church office, it appears that those procedures have been adopted in the main by
churches of all sizes within the conference.
GROUP A churches score consistently higher in all areas, not only in comparison to
GROUP B churches but to the average of all churches responding to the survey
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instrument. When it is recalled that the Nomination and Personnel Committees of
GROUP A churches appear to have a more complete understanding and appreciation of
the purpose for their work within the church, it seems axiomatic that these committees
would approach their task in a more deliberate manner.
Relationship ofNomCom to Lav Mobilization
The second research question upon which this study is based asks, "What correlation
exists between the utiUzation ofNominations and Personnel Committees in the selected
churches, and lay participation?" In that all United Methodist Churches are required to
form Nomination and Personnel Committees within their congregations, the question
seeks to discern the degree to which such committees are utiHzed m churches with a
higher percentage of lay participation as compared with churches in which lay
participation is not as great.
To a certain extent, the differences observed in the understanding ofpurpose and
procedures can serve as an indicator ofmore efficient utilization of the Nominations and
Personnel Committee within the GROUP A churches. From data previously considered
related to the degree the purpose of the NomCom is understood in the local church and
the adherence to procedures conducive to the work of the NomCom, it appears certain
that some correlation exists between a more efficient use of the NomCom in the GROUP
A churches and the fact that these same churches exhibit greater lay participation and
leadership.
Further indication of this appears in the responses of the two groups of churches that
provide data on the frequency with which the NomCom meets in the course of its work.
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Data collected indicate that neither group of subject churches follows a set schedule
for meetings of the Nominations and Personnel Committee, but that the majority of such
committees in the Alabama-West Florida Annual Conference meet as needed. There is,
however, a statistically meaningfiil difference in the total number ofmeetings of the
NomCom held in the two groups.
Churches in GROUP A hold nearly twice as many meetings of the NomCom in a
given twelve-month period than their GROUP B counterparts (Table 3).
Other Contributing Factors
The third research question seeks other factors that could account for the difference
in lay leadership and involvement that exists between the two groups of churches surveyed
for this study. Data collected from the subject churches suggest three possible areas of
difference that may account for enhanced lay involvement in GROUP A churches.
The first of these areas of difference relates to the size of the congregations
themselves (Table 3). Churches responding to the study instrument covered the entire
spectrum of congregational size present in the conference. When the data were compiled,
a simple correlation was noted. Those churches exhibiting a higher level of lay
involvement and leadership in this study also had larger membership and average
attendance figures. The same was true with respect to average attendance in those
churches. The attendance average for GROUP A churches is six times greater than that of
GROUP B.
The next area of difference indicated by the data between the subject churches which
could impact the strength of lay ministries and leadership in the churches is the tenure of
the senior pastor (Table 4).
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TABLE 4
Comparison Based on Pastoral Tenure (N=83)
GROUP A
(n=22)
GROUP B
(n=61)
Tenure of Pastor Pastors % Pastors %
Less Than One Year 1 4.5 10 16.4
1-3 Years 4 18.2 34 55.7
4 -7 Years 10 45.5 12 19.7
7-10 Years 4 18.2 2 3.3
More than 10 Years 3 13.6 1 1.6
Unknown / no response 0 0 2 3.3
In that the pastor chairs the Nominations and Personnel Committee, his or her
famiharity with the membership and the unique mission of an individual congregation
becomes an integral part of the leadership selection process. One would expect such
knowledge to sharpen over time.
Of the twenty-two pastors serving those churches in GROUP A seventeen served
their congregation for four or more years, accounting for 77 .3 percent of the group. Three
of the seventeen have tenures ofmore than a decade, representing 13.6 percent of
GROUP A congregations.
By contrast, 72. 1 percent ofpastors in GROUP B churches have tenures of three
years or less. Fewer that 20 percent have been serving the same congregation from four
to seven years, and only one pastor of the sixty-one pastors responding to this survey had
served the same church for more than ten years, representing only 1.6 percent ofGROUP
B pastors.
A thkd area of difference between the two groups of churches relates to the degree to
which churches utihze compensated staff persons as a part of a congregation's church
leadership team (Table 5).
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TABLE 5
Compensated StaffPositions (N=82)
STAFF POSITION GROUP A (n=22)
n %
GROUP B (n=60)
n %
Associate Pastor(s) 9 40.9 3 6.7
Child Care/Nursery Worker 21 95.5 25 41.0
Choir/Music Director 19 86.4 25 41.0
Church Musicians 17 77.3 22 36.1
Church Secretary 20 90.9 23 37.7
Director of Volunteer Ministries 10 45.5 1 1.6
Janitor/Custodian 20 90.9 34 55.7
Minister ofVisitation 7 31.8 2 3.3
OfiBce Manager/StaffDirector 11 50 5 8.2
Youth Workers/Leaders 19 86.4 > 19 31.1
Other 10 45.5 7 11.5
It is possible that an increase in staffpersonnel enhances the training and recruitment
processes within such congregations. Most notably, the presence of a staffperson with
specific duties related to laity led ministries and/or volunteer recruitment and training
could make a substantial impact on the overall strength of the lay leadership and ministry
programs of a church.
As indicated by the data, churches selected by their district superintendents on the
basis of theh strength in lay leadership and ministry are also churches that employ staff to
accomphsh the work of the congregation. Such persons do not come under the authority
of the Nominations and Personnel Committees within these congregations, but are
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accountable to the Staff Parish Relations Committee and usually the business office of the
church where such offices exist.
One compensated position. Director of Volunteer Ministries, is ofparticular interest
to this study in that its presence within a congregation suggests a mechanism in addition to
the Nominations and Personnel Committee which takes responsibility for the recruitment
and development of lay leadership and involvement. Over 45 percent of the churches in
GROUP A indicated that they had such a position within their church, while only a single
church (1.6 percent) indicated the presence of the same position among GROUP B
churches.
Although more likely to be found within the GROUP A churches, the presence of the
Director ofVolunteer Ministries position among those churches having strong laity led
churches is not universal. Indeed, over half of the GROUP A churches do not indicate
such a position on staff, yet exhibit vital, vibrant lay leadership and involvement
recognized both by the district superintendents, and data gathered by this study.
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CHAPTER 5
Summary and Conclusions
In a general sense, the intent of this study was to identify and describe what churches
were doing within the Alabama-West Florida Annual Conference that were recognized by
their district superintendents as having strong lay participation and leadership with respect
to the fiinction of the Nominations and Personnel Committee. Are these churches simply
following the general procedures of the church in a more deliberate and intentional way, or
are other factors present to which the success could be attributed? As a descriptive study,
the data gathered might define the broad outlines of a foundation from which further study
could be initiated. This study indicates some basic differences exist between the two
groups of churches that participated. Those differences may be viewed through the lens of
the now famiUar triad ofPurpose, People and Process as generally viewed by Schein,
Shawchuck, and others. The following takes just such an approach with respect to the
Uterature previously reviewed:
Purpose
GROUP A churches demonstrate a stronger sense of and emphasis on the purpose of
the church and their own purpose within that framework. Perhaps the recognition of the
critical nature of their task provides motivation for a greater investment of time and effort
by committee members. As observed by Shawchuck and numerous others, organizations
wiU rise no higher than their understanding of their reason for being (Leading the
Congregation 145. Burt 48-51, Rush 16).
The single word intentional perhaps best encapsulates the results of this study.
Churches exhibiting growth in lay leadership are proactive. From an awareness of their
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mission, through an understanding of the tools that can make their vision a reality, to the
execution ofbasic recruiting skills and on through the preservation of their labors in the
systematic accumulation of records and meeting minutes, these churches make lay
recruitment and development a priority. Of greater importance, they follow through on
that priority.
Perhaps an earher referenced event from Scripture provides a summary of the
principles followed by churches that demonstrate proficiency in lay leadership selection.
Now during those days when the disciples were increasing in number, the
HeUenists complained against the Hebrews because their widows were being
neglected in the daily distribution of food. And the twelve called together
the whole community of the disciples and said, "It is not right that we
should neglect the word ofGod in order to wait on tables. Therefore,
fiiends, select from among yourselves seven men ofgood standing, fiill of
the Spirit and ofwisdom, whom we may appomt to this task, while we, for
our part, will devote ourselves to prayer and to serving the word." What
they said pleased the whole community, and they chose Stephen, a man fiill
of faith and the Holy Spirit, together with Philip, Proch'orus, Nica'nor,
Ti'mon, Par'menas, and Nicola'us, a proselyte ofAn'tioch. They had these
men stand before the apostles, who prayed and laid their hands on them.
Acts 6:1-6
New Revised Standard Version
Herein may be found the genesis of eflfective principles for developing lay leadership
and mvolvement in church hfe as validated by the present study. Churches found to be
eflfective m lay mobilization share these principles in common with the Apostles and
leaders of the First Century.
The first of these principles is a clear understanding and commitment to the purpose
to which God had called his people. When the dispute between the Hellenists and
Hebrews arose, it could have easily been a distraction for the Apostles and leaders of the
early church. In a contemporary context, such a dispute would have political, even racial
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overtones that would tempt the most focused pastor to divert personal energy and time to
bring rapid resolution to the situation. Had the Apostles responded in similar manner, it is
possible they would find themselves as overwhelmed as Moses before them (Exodus
18:13-15).
In the Acts passage, the Apostles recognized that their purpose clearly centered on
the preaching and teaching ofGod's word to God's people. If such was the case, to
deviate from that task was, in their words, "not right," and constituted "neglect" of their
duties (Acts 6:2). Their decision to oversee the selection of persons to address the
situation was bom out of the need to maintain their immediate purpose ofministry.
Churches in this study who demonstrate proficiency in lay mobilization maintain that
focus. They review the tasks ofministry to which they have been called. They are
proactive with respect to the work of the church. They seek to discern their place in the
work ofGod's kingdom in the world, then pursue their ministry in a deliberate, purposefial
manner.
Churches that are effective in lay ministry are flexible and adaptable. This
observation represents a contribution to the study of nomination committees. The
Apostles in the Book ofActs created new positions of service to meet the growing needs
of the infant Christian church. The oflBce of deacon resuhed from the prayerfiil,
innovative response of the Apostles to a new and challenging situation. So too, churches
m this study that show effectiveness m utilizing their lay members adapt. This may be seen
in the number of churches that use computers to store gift and talent information on the
members of theh congregations. It is fijrther reflected in the creation of additional offices
such as Directors ofVolunteerMinistries as a means ofmeeting new challenges m
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ministry. These churches desire to be effective in achieving the purposes of God in the
modem world. Such adaptability in churches related to purpose validates much ofwhat
the systems theory of organizational development maintains is true for healthy
organizations. Systems theory maintains that organizations exist in a specific context or
environment, and that within the system are transformational processes which, when
healthy, allow the system to adjust as it exists in relation to its environmental context
(Management 23). Such adjustment to its context is crucial for a healthy system to
survive. Churches wishing to develop lay leadership must embrace change and exhibit a
willingness to alter its stmctures, processes and its system of information gathering as the
situation around them changes. Those churches that do will survive. The fate of those that
don't is a best uncertain.
People
Churches know for their effectiveness in motivating and equipping laity for shared ministry
realize that people are their most important resource. In accordance with Ephesians 4: 11-13,
GROUP A churches more consistently recognized that the role ofpastors, teachers, and other
church leaders is that ofpreparing God's people for works of service. A significant sign of a
leader is the abUity to reproduce himselfor herself in the lives of laypersons within the church.
As ironic as it seems, the pastor is the person who most often holds the key to effective lay
involvement in our churches. Where pastors lead, congregations follow. Foremost in this regard
is the issue ofpastoral tenure. Brown maintains that a pastor does not begin his or her
"most productive years" in a church until their fourth to sixth years in that setting (47).
This observation is supported by the data from the Alabama-West Florida conference that
indicates 77.3 percent of the GROUP A pastors have served their churches for at least
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four years. In contrast, 72. 1 percent ofGROUP B churches are served by pastors who
have yet to reach their fourth year of service in that church. These churches show a
measurably reduced level of lay involvement as perceived by their pastors.
Churches which are experiencing growth and effectiveness in laity involvement are
most often under the leadership of a pastor who has been with the congregation a
minimum of four years or more. Is it appropriate to ask if laypersons are more apt to
become invested in church life if they observe their pastor doing the same? If so, it should
be noted that one of the major themes of scripture is that of the Servant leader. This is
perhaps most clearly seen in the example of lesus washing the disciple's feet. "I have set
you an example," Jesus tells his disciples in John 13:15, "that you should do as I have
done for you."
Why might pastoral tenure be such an important factor? Brown finds the connection in
a lack of continuity and often differing visions for the church as espoused by first one
pastor than another (77-78). While certainly true, I beUeve it is equaUy true that the
longer a pastor remains in a church the greater the opportunity to engender trust. The
StabiUty of the church with regard to the senior pastor's tenure perhaps aUows a maturing
of the selection process and greater understanding of the direction and purpose for the
ministries of the church.
GROUP A chiu-ches reahze the need for coUecting information regarding the human resources
from which they selert and equip church leaders. They use some membership survey tool to gather
information about the skills, talents, and gifts of their church membership. Not only do they collect
such information from their existing membership, but they also gather this same information from
new persons who imite with their congregation. These churches take the necessary effort to
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discover the dept of talent placed by the Holy Spirit within the local congregation. Implicit in that
collection of data is the comprehension and appreciation of the fact that ministry in the modem
church, as in the past, is a mutual task. Lay persons and pastoral leaders of these congregations
understand that God gave various gifts to the diverse members of the Body of Christ, and that the
intent of such a distribution ofgifts and talents is that the tasks ofministry be shared. They
demonstrate a clear understanding that each person is gifted by God for the accompUshment of
fruitfiil Christian ministry in their home church and in the community in which it serves.
As a further demonstration of their commitment to persons, churches in this study
found to effectively cultivate laity leadership and involvement encourage planning input
from their membership. As Ulustrated in Table 2, Group A churches demonstrated a
StatisticaUy significant emphasis on aUowing laity to initiate new church programs. This
represents an investment in the life of their church that many laypersons find attractive.
Again, trust underUes this openness to lay innovation in ministry.
In a related issue, churches exhibiting strong lay involvement are StatisticaUy more
Ukely to have laypersons actively involved in the mentoring of other members (Table 2).
The same concern for the program needs of the church is also focused on the spiritual
growth needs ofother laypersons.
These observations are consistent with and vaUdate the observations of Steve Burt.
Burt maintains that an atmosphere conducive to lay volunteer involvement is most likely
to occur in churches which were carefial to expect laity to become involved m the life and
ministry of the church. Such churches were also more likely to encourage lay input into
programming and in encouragmg apprenticeships (cf Burt, 48-51).
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Procedures
Pastors also set the pace for the administrative order and function of the nominations
committee. As chairperson of the Nominations and Personnel Committee the pastor is
usually the person who schedules and organizes meetings. Again, if the pastor is invested
in the process and will work to make it more effective, there is a greater chance for
enhanced lay involvement.
Churches of the Alabama-West Florida Annual Conference are overwhelmingly
structured accordmg to the requirement of the Book ofDiscipline of the United Methodist
Church with respect to their nommation committees. They are careflil to observe balanced
representation ofmail and female members, but there is a conspicuous lack ofyounger
members age 21-35 (see Table 1). An explanation for such circumstance may rest in the
general aging of protestant denominations and in the United Methodist Church in
particular.
Eflfective nomination committees also demonstrate the disciphne of regular meetings
and detailed documentation of collected data (Table 3). Busy pastors must realize that a
key step in reheving themselves of unnecessary burdens in ministry is to take the time to
recruit through the existing system of the Nomination committee. Where a church has
only one or two meetings per year, there is httle chance of finding and framing persons
who can enter into the mutual task ofministry. Jethro initially added to Moses' busy
schedule by havmg hun select capable persons and appoint them before all the people
(Exodus 18:21), but those labors resuhed in a balanced distribution of the work of
ministry. Moses could thereby "withstand the strain," yet the needs of the people were
"satisfied" (Exodus 18:23).
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Pastors ofGROUP A churches hold more frequent meetings than pastors ofGROUP B
churches. While also an indication of commitment to the purpose of such committees, a
greater number ofmeeting may be indicative of disciplined effort to "work the system."
GROUP A churches appear, in the main, to follow the procedures as outlined in
denominational literature. The key difference between these churches and their GROUP B
counterparts is in the dehberate effort expended by GROUP A pastors to follow through.
They ensure that the committee meets on a more regular basis and that some method of
collecting data on the spiritual gifts, talents, and interests of the members is developed.
This data is carefiilly maintained and is utilized in an attempt to match abihties with needs.
In brief, this emphasis on process found in GROUP A churches vahdates the role of the
pastor in the successfiil NomCom. The data support Schein' s contention that a pastor
should approach the process side of improving an organizational system. He maintains
that this is the most eflfective approach (39-60). From a practical standpoint, it is the
approach that most easily aUows for measurement and refinement of the nomination
process on the local church level.
It appears that working through the nomination process in a dehberate manner brings
clarity of purpose and the opportunity to refine a given approach to make it more
eflfective.
A number ofBurt's eight steps in creating an environment conducive to lay
involvement are expUcitly upheld by the research data. Churches found in this study to be
more eflfective in generatmg lay leadership and involvement most often encouraged the use
of spiritual inventories and encouraged the discovery of talents and abihties within the life
of their membership (cf Burt, 48-51). Laity are more likely to become involved when
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they have a stake in the larger life of the church. Burt also indicates the necessity of
cuhivating trust as a major component of a laity-led church.
The study underscores the importance of spiritual discernment in the local church.
Where a church teaches on the spiritual gifts and makes an effort to measure the presence
of those gifts with its membership, that church will most often experience an increase in
lay involvement and effectiveness in ministry. Contained in the process is a clear
understanding ofpurpose. Indeed, it appears that purpose and process cannot in any
sense be isolated one from the other, for the former informs and stabilizes the latter.
Contribution of the study to the literature. Although offering little to the field of
research methodology, this study does validate the use of expert opinion as a means of
estabUshing credible data for fiature study. The design of the study was based in large part
upon the work ofChait, HoUand and Taylor who utilized the expert opinion of
administrators in educational institutions as a means of assessing the effectiveness of
members ofBoards of Trustees of those institutions. Such approach, while utilized in the
educational and business contexts, is demonstrated to be equaUy vaUd in an ecclesiastical
setting. The district superintendents were able to select churches from their experience
that indeed demonstrated statistically valid effectiveness in lay mobUization.
That an organizational management approach could be used in a church context
serves to vaUdate the work ofDavid L. Tipton. The data coUected as a part of this project
provided insight into the fiinction of the Nominations and Personnel and validated much of
the Uterature previously reviewed in this area.
A review ofUterature reveals that httle exists relating to the Nominations and
Personnel Committee m United Methodist churches beyond denominational guidebooks
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that suggest a traditional procedure for the task. There have been few, if any, studies that
seek to establish those procedures through research. There are studies that address the
concept of the use of spiritual gift inventories, (e.g., Holand, Kinghom, et. Al.) but beyond
there is little. As a descriptive survey, this study offers an early attempt address that
shortage. This study demonstrates that a correlation does exist between the utilization of
nomination committees and the enrichment of lay involvement and leadership in the local
church. What has been largely assumed in the past now has some statistical basis upon
which fiiture study may be founded.
Whereas most literature written to address the organizational needs of the church are
written from the perspective of administrators and managers, this study provides
quantified observations given through a pastoral perspective. The data are based on the
perceptions ofpastors currently serving churches within the nine districts of the Alabama-
West Florida Aimual Conference.
Lunitations of the Study
A disadvantage of the present study is that it was Umited to a mailed questionnaire.
Although a significant amount of data may be effectively gathered m a reasonable period
of time, there are areas ui which such efforts could be supplemented.
Although pre-tested and corrected prior to maihng, some questions leave room for
nuisances ofmterpretation that may introduce error. The data coUection for this study
would have been enhanced by personal interviews with the pastors selected for the group
churches. If a smaUer random sample of churches had been foUowed, consistent with
statistical vahdity, the mterview process would have been possible. Additional insight and
data could have greatly enhanced the study.
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The primary Umdtation to this study is one of scope. It is tempting to chase additional
rabbits around every turn of the enquiry. The descriptive nature of the study must confine
itself to simple observation in the main, with only a cursory detour into deeper analysis in
recognition of the research questions that form the basis of the study. Further questions
for study abound.
Unexpected Conclusions. Most of the observations validated material contained in
Uterature which addresses the nomination process. Within the context of the present study
GROUP B churches demonstrated more lay involvement in only one area ofministry�
that bemg leadership in planning and participatmg in pubUc worship. Although not
demonstrated to be statistically significant, from a percentage basis 77 percent ofGROUP
B churches indicated that laity were somewhat involved in planning and leadmg worship as
opposed to only 68 percent ofGROUP A churches. The observation begs the question:
why? The most obvious answer is perhaps that the majority ofGROUP A churches are
multi-staflF churches and that laypersons in such congregations anticipate the professional
staff to address such issues. It appears that a greater mvolvement of laypersons within a
local congregation does not eradicate the distinction between "clergy tasks" and "laity
tasks." At first glance this reahty strikes a blow against the desired outcome ofmutual
ministry, but upon deeper reflection it should be noted that it is in actuahty a recognition
of the Acts 6:2 principle. The clergy (and staff) are allowed to attend to the proclamation
of the Word ofGod while the laity attend more temporal needs. Where congregations are
smaller and staff are hmited the laity are more Ukely to share the ministry ofworship to
supplement the gifts of the pastor. The more intimate settmg of smaUer churches also
engenders a less formal approach to worship more conducive to lay mvolvement.
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Importance of the Study for Ministry. This research identifies and measures the steps
taken by churches of the Alabama-West Florida Annual Conference who have
demonstrated proficiency in cultivating lay leadership and involvement in their
congregations. The data gathered indicate general principles and practical steps that can
be implemented within the nomination committee of a local church which have been
shown to benefit lay leadership.
Having identified the key elements of effective nomination committee fianction, the
most immediate application of this information would be in the form of publication and
distribution of this material to the Alabama-West Florida Annual Conference as a whole.
The Advocate, a conference publication for lay and clergy alike, provides the most readily
available forum for such distribution.
Teaching events and semmars provide an additional opportunity for this research to
have practical unpact. Ofparticular importance in this regard would be district training
events, usually held in January on the Alabama-West Florida conference. These events are
primarily training events for laity, but specialized studies for clergy are fi-equently
mcluded.
Beyond the district level would be conference-wide training events such as Vision 2000
workshops which have as their expressed goal the enhancement of all areas of church
mmistry and growth. Such a teaching setting would also provide an exceUent source of
feedback fi-om churches in varied settings and of various sizes.
On the opposite end of the spectrum, the NomCom survey instrument could be utilized
as a component of a local church consuhation. In that the work of the nomination
committee effects all aspects of the church it would appear ahnost negligent not to do so.
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Such a forum could also be used to train the Nominations and Personnel Committee
members of an individual church within their immediate context. An advantage of this
approach to training is that administrative order could be taught from a pastoral standpoint
within a pastoral setting. Even a cursory overview of church administration literature will
reveal that most often the authors approach the subject from an administrative rather than
a pastoral perspective.
It should be noted that each training event could be multi-faceted in approach, or
develop a single element of the nomination process. The primary need for the
contemporary church is for a deeper understanding of spiritual gifts and spiritual
discernment. The majority of churches who demonstrate skill in nurturing lay involvement
are approaching the task through the use of spiritual gift inventories. Training
opportunities must mclude this aspect of the leadership selection process. Further study
mto which spiritual gift identification instruments are most effective would be in order and
a natural outgrowth of this descriptive work.
It is the mtention of the researcher to make this mformation available to as many
persons as possible in as many settings possible.
Further Imphcations for Ministrv. Beyond the educational unportance of this research,
the data support a growing case for greater tenure of pastors in their church appointments.
If the premise is accepted that ministry in the next century will place mcreasing demands
on church clergy and staff, then every factor which might enhance or inhibit involvement
of laypersons in tasks ofmmistry must be carefiilly examined. This call for longer pastoral
appointments comes at a volatile tune, especially in the United Methodist Church. The
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current shortage of pastors and the changing needs of clergy and their families bring new
pressures to bear on the appointive system.
From the laity side, the growing involvement of laypersons in all aspects ofministry
clashes with traditional expectations and understandings ofwhat constitutes pastoral
duties. Older members are sometimes not as open to the ministry oftheir fellow church
members if they perceive that ministry to be the unique territory of the ordained clergy. It
is precisely at this point that a nomination committee, working with groups that define and
implement ministry in the local church can clarify the purpose of the church and of the
various offices that constitute the church.
Recommendations for Further Study.
One area unexplored relates to the average age of the membership in the subject
churches. Perhaps those congregations with more vibrant lay involvement have members
younger than the average church within the conference. Could it be that the reverse is
true, with older retired members having a greater amount of time to devote to ministry
withm their churches? What effect does agmg have on lay involvement m the church.
Although church location was not found to be a significant factor in the differences
observed m lay leadership and involvement in the two groups of subject churches, other
resources could certamly enter mto the dynamic. Fmancial resources, the availabihty of
training outside the church setting, and cultural patterns of a given region may all have
influence on ministry in a local church context.
Another study suggested by this present research centers on the tenure of church staff
on lay mvolvement, most notably that of the senior pastor. A detailed look at the tenure
ofthe pastor as it relates to clarity ofvision and purpose would prove usefial. A related
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issue is that of the age and experience level of the pastor. Are younger pastors more Ukely
to exhibit the mnovation and flexibility found in churches with higher levels of lay activity,
or does the older, seasoned pastor bring a stability and confidence to the pastoral
leadership task that makes the difference.
Additionally, data fi-om this study indicate that in nearly half of those churches with
strong lay leadership and involvement, a Director ofVolunteer Ministries was a part of the
church staff What contribution does such a staff position make to the recruitment
process of the Nominations Committee? Although utilized in only half of the churches in
GROUP A, I suspect that their presence enhances the focus of the church on laity
development. Where a church has made such investment in the life of their congregation,
there is certainly a greater potential for enhanced effectiveness in lay mimstry.
Training and development of church leaders once nominated could be an interesting
study, and offers the potential ofdiscovering more eflfective ways of strengthening the
congregational church leadership base. As an outgrowth ofboth purpose and procedures,
the training of leadership is vital to eflfective ministry at all levels.
Additional study could focus on the various survey methods of coUectmg skiUs and
talent information from the congregation. Any and all aspects ofthe nomination process
would contribute to the Umited material that presently exists m the field.
Ofparticular interest would be a foUow up on those churches that use a muhi-faceted
approach to discovery of a nominees gifts, personahty, talents and experience. Although
no churches represented in this study used a pre-packaged volunteer recruitment program,
where such programs are in use would provide a means of comparison for analysis and
review with respect to the nomination process.
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A sub-set of the above recommended study would include an exploration ofmeans
whereby the passion, or primary motivation for laity involvement could be discovered and
enhanced. Lay persons, as all persons, are invested in those things that have deep
significance to them. When the church can reliably discern the heart-feh drive of a person
as related to ministry, we can be assured of a growing team of co-ministers who wiU not
tire as easily or give half-hearted response to the purposes for which God raised the
Church.
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APPENDIX A:
SAMPLE LETTER TO DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENTS
The Reverend
P.O. Box
,
AL 36xxx-xxxx
Dear Reverend ;
In November 1990 our Comicil ofBishops issued Vital Congregations/Faithful Disciples. In the
introductory letter our episcopal leaders stated that their letter, along with their Foimdation Document and
its accompanying Study Guide were "...an effort... to hold before our entire Church a vision of a renewed,
revitalized and faithflil People of God called United Methodist as we prepare to enter the 21st Centiuy."
As clergy members of our Aimual Conference, we share that vision of renewal and hope. Our desire is to
see persons come to saving faith in Jestis Christ, and to have them discover the power of the Holy Spirit as
He directs their lives into faithful service and discipleship.
This same desire led me to enter the Beeson Pastors program at Asbury Theological Seminary, and to
begin work on a dissertation research project that seeks to understand how United Methodist Churches in
our conference can best utilize their Nominations and Persoimel Committees to select and develop active
lay leadership. My plan is to examine the leadership selection processes in churches noted for vital lay
leadership and involvement. It is hoped that information may be gleaned that can help all our churches
find and develop more effective leadership.
I have written to ask your help. As superintendent, you have direct knowledge of the churches in your
district. Could you please take time from your busy schedule and select from your district five (5)
chiuches that exemplify vital, effective lay mobilization and leadership? Yoiu colleagues on the other
districts are being asked to do the same. In the event a Superintendent has served less than two years, the
previous Superintendent is also being asked to provide the needed information.
I have provided criteria you may utilize in your consideration and selection processes. Churches should
meet eight of the twelve characteristics identified. Please feel free to form your own opinion using these
items as a starting point.
Thank you for your time and consideration. Upon completion of this project, 1 will be more than happy to
provide your office with a summary of the findings upon your request. Please contact me with questions
or concerns you may have. I hope to hear from you within the next two weeks. Please feel free to respond
via fax at (334) 4xx-xxxx.
In Service to our Lord,
Charles R. Smith, Jr.
Associate Pastor
Enclosure
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APPENDIX B:
Suggested Criteria for Evaluating
Lay Leadership and Mobilization in Local Churches
1 . The local church is administered in the main by dedicated laypersons with demonstrated
proficiency in their respective tasks.
2. Laypersons take an active role in the principal worship service or services on a regular
basis. Such service could include music and the arts, ushering and servmg, preparing the
worship center, participation with the clergy in administering the sacraments of the
chiu-ch, or planning public worship with the church staff.
3 . The local church has an active ministry of lay visitation to home-bound members, to
those who are hospitalized or have special needs, to guests and visitors to church services
and events, and to the general membership of the church.
4. The presence of laity initiated, laity led small groups. Included in this category are
Softball teams, sewing circles, etc.
5 . Inclusion of lay members fi-om the local church on District and Annual Conference
committees, etc. on a regular basis.
6. Strong participation of local church members in laity led spiritual formation and study
groups such as Walk to Emmaus, Disciple Bible Study, Stephen's Ministries or Lay
Witness Missions.
7. Participation of lay persons in missions and outreach ministries, either locally or abroad.
8. Lay persons take an active role in the assimilation ofnew members through family
sponsorship, etc.
9. The pastor and local church leadership communicate the expectation for every member to
find his or her place of service in the church.
10. Laypersons in the local church can articulate the mission of their local church.
11. Laypersons exhibit enthusiasm for their local church, and adequately support their
congregation financially and with their service.
12. Both members and non-members perceive the church as being a warm, compassionate
church.
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APPENDIX C:
SAMPLE LETTER TO PARTICIPATING CHURCHES
November 9, 1998
Dear Colleague:
In November 1990 oiu Council ofBishops issued Vital Congregations/Faithful Disciples. In the
introductory letter our episcopal leaders stated that their letter, along with their Foundation Docmnent and
its accompanying Study Guide were "...an effort ... to hold before oiu entire Chtuch a vision of a renewed,
revitalized and faithful People of God called United Methodist as we prepare to enter the 21st Century."
As clergy members of our Annual Conference, we share that vision of renewal and hope. Our desire is to
see persons come to saving faith in Jesus Christ, and to have them discover the power of the Holy Spirit as
He directs their lives into faithfiil service and discipleship.
This same desire led me to enter the Beeson Pastors program at Asbiuy Theological Seminary, and to
begin work on a dissertation research project that seeks to understand how United Methodist Churches in
om- conference can best utilize their Nominations and Persoimel Conrniittees to select and develop active
lay leadership. Ifyour experience is like mine, you understand that we are somehow missing a vital tool
in making our congregations more faithflil in developing Christian disciples. Together, perhaps we can
make a difference.
Would you please take about 25 minutes ofyour time and complete the enclosed survey? This information
is being gathered from pastors of churches across our Annual Conference, and will hopefiilly provide new
insight into the work of our Nominations and Personnel Committees. Your input is vital in ensuring a
balanced view of our conference as a whole.
I have enclosed a postage paid, pre-addressed envelope to make the task a bit easier. Please complete the
survey yourself, seal it in the envelope provided, and return it to me by November 20*. Your prompt
participation is important, and is deeply appreciated. I vsill be pleased to provide a summary of the
findings when the information is compiled upon your request. Thank you again for your valuable
contribution to the work ofour church.
In Service to our Lord,
Charles R. Smith, Jr.
Associate Pastor
Enclosures
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APPENDIX D:
NOMINATIONS AND PERSONNEL COMMITTEE (NomCom)
CHARACTERISTICS SURVEY
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Nominations and Personnel Committee (NomCom)
Characteristics Survey
INSTRUCTIONS: This survey is designed to be completed by the cliurch pastor. It seeks to assess the function of
Nominations and Personnel Committees (NomCom) of churches within the Alabama-West Florida Annual Conference. The pastor is
asked to spend approximately 25 minutes in answering the following questions as accurately as possible. In the following categories,
please indicate the appropriate answer cleariy in the spaces provided. When completed, please return by mail to Reverend Charles R.
Smith, Jr. using the postage-paid envelope provided.
Your participation is vital to this project, and Is greatly appreciated. Thank You.
Committee Profile
1. Total number of NomCom members (including
yourself):
2. Total number ofNomCom members who are:
Age 21 or Less 2a.
Age 22 to 35 2b.
Age 36 to 45 2c.
Age 46 to 60 2d.
Age 6 1 ormore 2e.
3. Gender ofNomCom members (enter number of
each):
Female 3a.
Male 3b.
4. Total number of NomCom members who have been
members of the local church:
Less than 2 Years 4a.
2 to 5 Years 4b.
6 to 10 Years 4c.
lOto 15 Years 4A
16 Years or More 4e.
5. Does your congregation have a group other than the
NomCom which is responsible for recruiting and
developing lay leadership (elected or otherwise)?
Check One 0
Yes 5a. ?
No 5b. ?
6. To what extent are the lay members of the NomCom
presently serving other elected church leadership
positions. Indicate the total niunber of NomCom
members who hold:
No other positions 6a.
1 other position 6b.
2 other positions 6c.
3 other positions 6d.
4 or more other positions 6e.
7. Indicate the number of present NomCom members
who have previously served on the NomCom:
At least one time prior to present 7a.
Never prior to present 7b.
Committee Organization
8. Does your NomCom have regularly scheduled
meetings, or does your committee meet on an as needed
basis?
Check One 0
As needed 8a. O
On a regular schedule 8b. Q
9. If your NomCom meets on a regular schedule, how
frequenUy do you meet?
Check One 0
Once amonth 9a. O
Bi-monthly 9b. D
Once a quarter 9c. CH
TwdceaYear 9d. D
No Regular Schedule 9e. ?
OTHER 9f. ?
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10. How many times has your NomCom met in the last
twelve months?
No. ofmeetings in last twelve months 1 0.
11. Does your NomCom have a Co-Chairperson?
Check One 0
Yes 11a. ?
No lib. ?
12. Does your NomCom have a Secretary?
Check One 0
Yes 12a. ?
No 12b. ?
13. Are written NomCom minutes maintained?
Check One 0
Yes 13a. ?
No 13b. ?
14. Who makes reports from the NomCom to the
Administrative Board or other administrative body?
Check One 0
Co-Chairpeison 14a. O
NomCom Secretary 14b. O
Pastor or other Clergy 14c. O
OTHER 14d ?
NomCom Committee Selection and Preparation
15. Are the members of the NomCom nominated from
the floor of the Charge Conference as per the Book of
Discipline? Check One 0
Yes 15a. ?
No 15b. ?
16. Does your local church attempt to make the
Charge/Church conference aware of the work of the
NomCom and the necessary knowledge, gifts, skills and
abilities required of those who serve on the NomCom?
Check One 0
Yes 16a. ?
No 16b. ?
17. Does your local church encoiuage non-NomCom
members to work with the committee as a means of
training fiitiue NomCom members?
Check One 0
Yes 17a. ?
No 17b. ?
18. Which of the following does your church offer, or
attempt, to enhance the prospect of nominating better
qualified members to the NomCom ?
Check all that apply 0
Adopted qualifications for NomCom leaders 1 8a.
Classes on church polity and organizatioa 1 8b. O
Classes on Spiritual Discernment / Gifts 1 8c. Q
Mentoring offuture NomCom prospects 18d. Q
Newsletter articles on the NomCom 1 8e. Q
Periodic program emphasis on lay involvement 1 8f.
Use ofSpiritual Gift Inventories, etc 18g. Q
No special attemptmade to do so 18h. Q
19. Nominations of persons to the NomCom made from
the floor of the Charge Conference are made . . .
Check One 0
In an informe4 deliberate manner 19a. Q
On the spur of the moment 19b.
20. In yoiu opinion, how frequenUy has the nomination
of persons to the NomCom been based on their
qualifications?
Check One 0
Always 20a.
Often 20b. ?
Sometimes 20c.
Seldom 20d. ?
Never 20e.
21. In your opinion, how frequenfly has the nomination
of persons to the NomCom been based on personal
friendship?
Check One 0
Always 21a. CD
Often 21b. ?
Sometimes 21c. C]
Seldom 21d. ?
Never 21e. ?
2
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22. In your opinion, how frequently has the nomination
of persons to the NomCom been an attempt to "give a
faithful member a place of service in the chiuch."
Check One EI
Always 22a. Q
Often 22b. ?
Sometimes 22c. Q
Seldom 22d D
Never 22e. Q
23. In your opinion, how frequently has the nomination
of persons to the NomCom been an attempt to "keep
some one/ some group from having total control."
Check One 0
Always 23 a.
Often 23b. ?
Sometimes 23c. Q
Seldom 23d. ?
Never 23e. D
24. In your opinion, how frequently has the nomination
of persons to the NomCom been an attempt to simply
"complete the slate of officers for the chiuch."
Check One 0
Always 24a. Q
Often 24b. ?
Sometimes 24c. Q
Seldom 24d. ?
Never 24e. D
25. What training or other preparation is given to
members of the NomCom with respect to their duties?
Check all that apply 0
Classes on Spiritual Discernment /Gifts 25a. CI
Conference / District Training on NomCom 25b. Q
NomCom Orientalion Meeting 25c. Q
Review ofChurdi Mission Statement 25d. O
Spiritual Formation Retreat 25e. Q
Study ofBoo/to/^Z)/icipiine on NomCom 25f Q
Study ofChurdi Job Descriptions 25g. O
Stady ofUMC Guidelines tor NcKoCom 25h. O
No training given 25i. Q
OTHER 25j. ?
26. Does yoiu- local church NomCom have written,
established procedxues for contacting potential nominees
for church office?
Check One 0
Yes 26a. ?
No 26b. ?
27. Are these procedures reviewed and/or modified by
the NomCom annually?
Check One 0
Yes 27a. ?
No 27b. ?
No written procedures available 27c. Q
Committee Resources and Procedures
28. Does yom congregation conduct a siuvey of the
gifts, talents, and interests of the church membership?
Yes.
No.
Check One 0
28a. ?
28b. ?
29. Does yotu" chiurch gather gifts, talents, and interests
information from new members when they imite with
the congregation?
Check One 0
Yes 29a. ?
No 29b. ?
30. Does yotu chtuch maintain a file on members
talents, gifts, etc.?
Check One 0
Yes 30a. ?
No 30b. ?
3 1 . Does yoiu' chiuch use a computer data base to
maintain members talents, gifts and interests siuvey
information?
Check One 0
Yes 31a. ?
No 31b. ?
32. Does your church use a Spiritual Gifts inventory?
Yes.
No.
Check One 0
32a. ?
32b. ?
33. Does your church use any pre-packaged leadership
recruitment programs (e.g. Network, TeamMinistry,
etc.)?
Check One 0
Yes 33a. ?
No 33b. ?
If "Yes" please write the name of the program below:
3
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34. Does your church emphasize lay involvement
through new members assimilation programs?
Yes.,
No.,
Check One 0
34a. ?
34b. ?
The foffowing series of questions relates to the
tanction of the f^JomCom in your local churoh.
fallowing the statenrents or comments, please
indicate whether or not the statement is true or
fafse t^isttve toyotw specfffc setting.
35. The NomCom in my local chiuch has an adequate
imderstanding of its proper fimction.
Check One 0
True 35a. ?
False 35b. ?
Not sure / Unknown 35c. O
36. The NomCom in my local church has an adequate
understanding of the importance of its work.
Check One 0
True 36a. ?
False 36b. ?
Not sure / Unknown 36c. ?
37. The NomCom in my local church fimctions in a
spiritually discerning maimer.
Check One 0
True 37a. ?
False 37b. ?
Not sure / Unknown 37c. ?
38. The NomCom in my local church maintains an
accurate profile of the gifts and talents of each church
member.
Check One 0
38a. ?
?
True..
False.. 38b.
39. Our NomCom evaluates the performance of the
elected officers of the church.
Check One 0
True 39a. ?
False 39b. ?
40. Our NomCom gives direction and oversight to the
elected officers of our church.
Check One 0
True 40a. D
False 40b. ?
4 1 . Our NomCom sponsors an aimual appreciation
event for the elected officers of oiu chiuch.
Check One 0
True 41a. ?
False 41b. ?
42. Our NomCom sponsors an installation or
consecration event for the elected officers of our church.
Check One 0
True 42a. ?
False 42b. ?
43 . Our NomCom reviews the leadership needs of each
official church body with the chairpersons of the various
committees, etc.
Check One 0
True 43a. ?
False 43b. ?
44, Our NomCom reviews and/or updates job
descriptions annually with the assistance of the various
committee chairpersons, etc.
Check One 0
True 44a.
False 44b. ?
45. Our NomCom delegates its internal tasks well.
Check One 0
True 45a. ?
False 45b. ?
46. Our NomCom places more emphasis on matching
the gifts of persons to the needs of the position than on
completing the slate ofofficers.
Check One 0
True 46a. ?
False 46b. ?
47. Our NomCom has sometimes nominated an inactive
member of the chiuch to encourage them to become
active.
Check One 0
,
True 47a. ?
False 47b. ?
4
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48. Our NomCom strives to achieve consensus in the
nomination ofpersons for chiu'ch leadership positions.
Check One 0
True 48a. ?
False 48b. ?
49. Our NomCom secures the consent of persons
considered for nomination prior to publicizing their
possible selection.
Check One 0
True.,
False.,
49a.
49b.
?
?
50. Our NomCom too often must rush to complete its
work in time for Charge Conference.
Check One 0
True 50a. ?
False 50b. ?
5 1 . Oiu- NomCom has a limited number ofpotential
leaders from which to nominate.
Check One 0
True 51a. ?
False 51b. ?
52. Spiritual formation events are a part of oiu regular
NomCom preparation and development as a committee.
Check One 0
True 52a. ?
False 52b. ?
53. Otu" NomCom regularly nominates young adults
and youth to appropriate positions of chiuch leadership.
Check One 0
53a. ?True..
False.. 53b.
54. During a typical church year, our NomCom is called
upon to replace more than three persons in elected
postions for reasons other than death, transfer, or
sickness.
Check One 0
True 54a. ?
False 54b. D
55. Our NomCom holds training events for our church
leadership on a regular basis.
Check One 0
55a. ?True.,
False., 55b.
56. Our NomCom uses the church Mission Statement or
Purpose Statement as a guide to the nomination process.
Check One 0
True 56a. ?
False 56b. ?
57. Our NomCom frequently is unable to find persons
willing to serve in specific offices.
Check One 0
True 57a. ?
False 57b. ?
58. Our NomCom does not allow its own membership
to nominate one another for church leadership persons.
Check One 0
True 58a. ?
False 58b. ?
59. Our NomCom relies heavily on the opinion of the
pastor in the selection of church leaders.
Check One 0
True 59a. ?
False 59b. ?
60, Our NomCom has written criterion for the
evaluation of elected church leaders.
Check One 0
True 60a. ?
False 60b. ?
Not sure / Unknown 60c. ?
61, Our NomCom avoids favoritism in considering
persons for church leadership positions.
True.,
False .
Check One 0
61a. ?
61b. ?
62. Our NomCom also makes nominations for positions
involving laity beyond the "official administrative
positions."
Check One 0
True 62a. D
False 62b. ?
63. Our NomCom exhibits the spiritual gift of
discernment as it seeks to complete its tasks.
True.
False .
Check One 0
63a. ?
63b. ?
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Th0 foBomng s0ri0$ of statermats acfefress the
steps taken by the NomCom when an individual
has been selected for nomination to the Charge:
Conference.
Please indicate which statements are True or Fatse
In your specif church setting.
64. When our NomCom selects a person for
nomination, we can articulate clear, decisive reasons for
doing so.
Check One EI
64a. ?True.,
False. 64b. ?
65. When OIU' NomCom selects a person for
nomination, we also consider alternate persons in the
event otu first selection decUnes.
Check One EI
True 65a. ?
False 65b. ?
66. Specific members of otu NomCom are assigned to
contact the persons nominated for church office.
Check One 0
66a ?True.,
False., 66b.
67. Which means of commimication do you most often
use for initial contact with nominees for church office?
Check One 0
Post Card or Letter 67a. ?
Telephone 67b. ?
Visit by NomCom Representative (Laity) 67c. O
Visit by pastor 67d. Q
OTHER 67e. ?
68. After initial contact, NomCom representatives make
a personal visit to go over the specifics of the place of
service to which that person is nominated.
Check One 0
True 68a. ?
False 68b. D
69. When contacting potential nominees, our NomCom
presents a realistic portrayal of the responsibilities,
support, and resources related to the performance of the
specific task under consideration.
Check One 0
True 69a. ?
False 69b. ?
70. Our NomCom provides each potential nominee a
job description for the work they are asked to do.
Check One 0
True 70a. ?
False 70b. D
7 1 . Oiu NomCom provides each potential nominee an
explanation of the election process as followed by the
Charge Conference.
Check One 0
True 71a. ?
False 71b. ?
72. Oiu NomCom provides each potential nominee
adequate time to prayerfully consider accepting their
NomCom selection.
Check One 0
Tme 72a. ?
False 72b. ?
73. Our NomCom explains to each potential nominee
the process for accepting or rejecting their selection by
the committee and a clear deadline for doing so.
Check One 0
True 73a. ?
False 73b. ?
74. Oiu NomCom clearly communicates to potential
nominees other administrative responsibilities
(meetings, etc.) incurred by acceptance of the nominated
position.
Check One 0
True 74a. ?
False 74b. ?
75. Our NomCom seeks to commimicate the perceived
gifts and strengths of the nominee and affirms the
nominee regardless of their decision to accept or reject
nomination.
Check One 0
True 75a. ?
False 75b. ?
LOCAL CHURCH INFORMATION
76. What is the membership ofyour chiuch?
76._
77. What is your average attendance?
77.
6
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78. How would you describe the conuniuiity yoiu
congregation serves?
Check One 0
County Seat 78a. D
Rural 78b. ?
Suburban 78c. D
Urban 78d. ?
79. How long have you served this congregation as
pastor?
Check One 0
Less than One Year 79a. D
1 to 3 years 79b. D
4 to 7 years 79c. C]
7 to 10 years 79d. ?
More than 1 0 years 79e. ?
80. Please indicate other compensated church positions:
Check All that apply: 0
Associate Pastor(s) Number: 80a. O
Child Care/Nursery Woricer 80b. ?
Choir/Music Director 80c. D
Church Musicians 80d. Q
Church Secretary 80e. O
Director ofVolunteer Ministries 80f Q
Janitor/Custodian 80g.
Minister ofVisitation 80h. O
Office Manager/StaffDirector 80i. ?
Youth Workers/Leaders 80j. ?
OTHER 80k. ?
81. Does yotu local chiuch actively participate in the
conference Vision 2000 program?
Check One 0
Yes 81a. ?
No 81b. ?
82. Does your local church participate in the annual
conference Attendance Campaign?
Check One 0
Yes 82a. ?
No 82b. ?
83. Does your local church have a strong, active lay
visitation ministry?
Check One 0
Yes 83a. ?
No 83b. ?
83. To what extent are laypersons involved in initiating
new programs and ministries within the local church?
Check One 0
Greatly hivolved 83a. D
Involved 83b.
Somewhat Involved 83c. O
Minimally Involved 83d. Q
Uninvolved 83 e. Q
84. To what extent are laypersons involved in the
planning and implementation of public worship?
Check One 0
Greatly Involved 84a. ?
Involved 84b. D
Somewhat Involved 84c.
Minimally Involved 84d. Q
Uninvolved 84e. Q
85. To what extent have laypersons been involved in
District and/or Annual Conference training events, etc.?
Check One 0
Greatly Involved 85a.
Involved 85b.
Somewhat Involved 85c. Q
Minimally Involved 85d. Q
Uninvolved 85e. Q
86. To what extent are laypersons involved in
assimilating or incorporating new members into the life
ofyour congregation?
Check One 0
Greatly Involved 86a. CD
Involved 86b. ?
Somew4iat Involved 86c. Q
Minimally Involved 86d. ?
Uninvolved 86e. CD
87. To what extent are laypersons involved in outreach
and missions within or beyond the local community?
Check One 0
Greatly Involved 87a. D
Involved 87b. D
Somewhat Involved 87c. Q
Minimally Involved 874 Q
Uninvolved 87e. Q
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88. From the follow Ust of lay participation
opportunities, check those in which members of your
congregation have taken an active role:
Check all that apply 0
District Revivals 88a. ?
Heifer Project 88b. ?
Lay Speakers Program 88c. ?
88d. ?
88e. ?
Stephen's Ministry 88� ?
Volunteers in Mission 88g. ?
Walk to Emmaus 88h. ?
OTHER 88i. ?
OTHER 88j. ?
89. How eflfective do you believe the NomCom is in
enhancing lay leadership and participation in of your
chiuch?
Check One 0
Greatly Eflfective 89a. ?
Effective 89b. D
Somewhat Effective 89c. Q
Minimally Effective 89d. ?
Ineffective 89e. D
90. To what extent have laypersons been involved in
District and/or Annual Conference leadership positions,
committees, etc.?
Check One 0
Greatly Involved 90a. D
Involved 90b. ?
Somewhat Involved 90c. O
Minimally Involved 90d. O
Uninvolved 90e. D
91. The 1996 General Conference has made possible
the restructuring of local church administration for more
eflfective ministry. Has your church restmctured local
committees in any manner since 1996?
Check One 0
Yes 91a. ?
No 91b. ?
92. Which basic pattem of church organization does
your local church follow?
Check One 0
Admin. Board/ Council on Ministries 92a. Q
Administrative Council 92b. Q
Church Council 92c. D
Interactive Model 92d. ?
OTHER 92e. ?
93. On the whole, are you satisfied with the operations
of your local church NomCom?
Check One 0
Greatly Satisfied 93a. D
Satisfied 93b. ?
Neutral 93c. D
Dissatisfied 93d. D
Greatly Dissatisfied 93e.
94. On the whole, how satisfied are you with the level
of lay involvement in your local church?
Check One 0
Greatly Satisfied 94a. ?
Satisfied 94b. ?
Neutral 94c. D
Dissatisfied 94d. ?
Greatly Dissatisfied 94e. O
95. On the whole, how satisfied are you with the current
process of lay leadership selection in your local church?
Check One 0
Greatly Satisfied 95a. G
Satisfied 95b. ?
Neutral 95c. D
Dissatisfied 95d. D
Greatly Dissatisfied 95e. Q
Thank You again for your participation. Please review
your answers and make certain you have answered each
question. Place the completed form in the pre-
addressed, postage paid envelope provided.
FOR DATA PROCESS)N<3 USE ONLY
Response Code #
8
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